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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents and evaluates a bio-inspired vision system design to increase the 

depth field of a stereoscopic ranging imager.  Two key attributes of the human vision system are 

leveraged in this design.  The first attribute is image stabilization similar to the inner ear semi-

circular canals and neck muscles.  To accomplish this, an accelerometer and servos were used to 

stabilize the imager platform.  The second human vision attribute used by the design is the ability 

to change the focal vector.  This is accomplished by a servo that tilts the imagers in unison and 

separate servos that enable each imager to pan independently.  The performance metrics of depth 

field size and resolution of this method are compared to a system that has statically-mounted 

imagers and a fixed video platform.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Robots have no innate way of sensing their environment.  There are, however, an 

abundance of sensors that allow robots to sense their environment.  The task then becomes 

determining which is best.  Biology is a good model to emulate as it usually takes the path of 

least resistance in anything that it does. 

Of the five senses that are available there are only four categories because taste has much 

in common with touch and smell.  Touch is limited to the physical reach of the robot and not 

very useful when trying to avoid objects in the robot's path, similar to a bumper switch being 

activated.  The robot may not hit the obstacle, but it was not avoided.  Smell gives the robot a 

little more range for detection but lacks bearing and distance.  Chemical plumes have very non-

linear paths through fluids like air and water and even the concentration gradient is non-linear as 

a function of distance [1].  Sound does provide linearity but it has other problems.  Sound wave 

propagation is greatly affected by the medium it travels through which leads to large time delays.  

Echoes caused from the sound emitter flood the environment and cause noise.  Sight is the most 

logical choice because it has the greatest range, linear detection, fastest propagation and the 

reflections are changed by the reflective surface.  The change by the reflective surface transforms 

the light ray into just another information source rather than noise like a sound echo. 

Humans and many other animals have stereoscopic vision, in which they see an object 

with two eyes at the same time, with both eyes set in the same plane [Figure 1.1].  This is not 

true of all animals: in most fish each eye, located on opposite sides of the head, generates an 

independent image. 

 
Figure 1.1:Two Fields of View in One Plane [2] 
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Figure 1.2: 3-D Stereo Image [3] 

 

 

Each eye captures its own Field of View (FOV) and the two separate images are sent to 

the brain for processing. When the two images arrive simultaneously in the back of the brain, 

they are united into one picture. The mind combines the two images by matching up the 

similarities and adding the small differences. The small differences between the two images add 

up to a big difference in the final picture! The combined image is more than the sum of its parts. 

It is a three-dimensional stereo picture [Figure 1.2].  The horizontal disparity between the two 

images directly relates to the distance to the objects. 

1.1 Previous Work 

All of the different methods for machine stereoscopy have the same goal of producing 3-

dimensional maps from 2-dimensional information.  Horizontal disparity, binocular disparity, 

and retinal disparity are all terms describing the same phenomenon and how the system detects 

and analyzes this disparity is what makes them unique.  The main division in current systems lies 

in whether the system is active or not. 

Most distance measuring systems are active.  This simply means that the system pings the 

environment and evaluates the return, such as IR proximity sensors, ultrasonic sensors, or laser 

radar.  Active systems have much larger power requirements due to signal transmission.  

Additionally, these transmitters also act as beacons which can give away their location.  A 

passive system evaluates natural signals from the environment, such as emitted and reflected 

light or sound.  Since passive systems have no transmitters they do not have the same issues with 

power or stealth. 

1.1.1 Passive Systems 

These are just a few of the passive systems that have been developed.  There is no set 

standard for detecting or processing the information which brings all kinds of variations to light.  
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They do not address the ability to have variable/adaptive fixation points as presented in this 

paper but concentrate on ways to correlate images from static imagers. 

 “A Stereo Matching Algorithm with an Adaptive Window” paper presents an algorithm 

that selects a window adaptively by evaluating the local variation of the intensity and the 

disparity [4].  This approach provides the best resolution when building the disparity map.  It, 

however, requires multiple correlation calculations until an acceptable threshold is reached.  This 

can dramatically decrease the frame throughput depending on the size of the stereo image pair.  

“Video-Rate Stereo Machine” project leverages multiple baselines and imaging vectors [5].  The 

multiple imaging vectors are produced by multiple static imagers, not by adjusting the imaging 

vector.  Baselines are discussed more in chapter 4.  The use of multiple baselines and imaging 

vectors increases the accuracy of the system because it can average out errors from sets of 

images.  The only drawback is the cost of multiple imagers.  Buying five imagers for a high 

resolution system would be expensive.  “Accurate Surface Description from Binocular Stereo” is 

a system that offers the advantages of both area-based and feature-based processing by 

combining them whenever possible.  Only correlations in both are used to produce a disparity 

map [6].  This system maps a very concise 3-D image from a stereo pair as long as there is 

information about a pixel in both images, very useful for large distances like satellite imagery. 

1.1.2 Active Systems 

Again, this is nowhere near a complete listing of active systems.  They are however some 

of the most recent systems, all from 2010.  These systems can be much more diverse as they can 

incorporate any sensor and transmitter that the engineer sees fit to accomplish their specific 

algorithm's needs. 

“Stereoscopic Machine-Vision System using Projected Circles” by NASA, generates 

concentric circles of laser light on the terrain  [7].  A pair of cameras that are aimed at the terrain 

detect deformations of the laser circles and thus depth but is limited to the radius of laser circle.  

German scientists built a self-driving car that utilizes laser scanners, heat sensors and satellite 

navigation [8].  While the laser scanners provide high resolution, it would be necessary to 

modulate or assign different frequencies to each vehicle in a fleet of these systems to avoid noise 

from other scanners.  This increases the cost to develop each scanner and therefore the cost to the 

end user.  “Error Estimation In Distance Resolution Using Robot Vision” uses four cameras in a 

cross formation along with a non-invasive laser at the center.  Each camera moves to center the 
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laser dot in its image [9].  This is the most similar to the proposed system with the exception of 

the laser.  It is also the most recent, presented at a conference early 2011. 

1.2 Problem 

Real-time processing systems under locomotion must use processing time to filter out 

video jitter.  Passive systems currently available with conventional technology have limited 

depth fields.  This is due to a couple of reasons.  The first is that the imagers are fixed not 

allowing the system to change its fixation point.  The second reason is that the imagers have a 

small baseline which limits the maximum detectable distance. 

1.3 Premise 

A stabilization platform that can cancel pitch and roll influences should ease the 

processing requirements by keeping the imaging vectors stable under vehicle locomotion.  A 

system able to parallax a set of imagers should be able to increase the depth field while 

remaining passive.  The baseline of the system should be chosen based upon the application for 

both near and far limitations. 

1.4 Approach 

First, prove through experimentation that mechanical stabilization of a stereoscopic 

vision system can reduce the amount of video processing.  This can be done by combining the 

advantages of stereoscopic vision with eye movement algorithms.  Specifically, the vestibulo-

ocular reflex (described in Chapter 3) will be leveraged.  A three axis accelerometer will be used 

to sense orientation changes, as done by the labyrinth of the inner ear. By changing the 

orientation of the imager platform in reaction to pitch and roll influences of the terrain the system 

should create less video noise caused by vehicle locomotion. 

Second, prove through simulation that a system able to parallax has a greater depth field 

than a traditional stereoscopic system.  Again, this can be done by combining the advantages of 

stereoscopic vision with eye movement algorithms.  Specifically, the benefits of image fixation 

in natural vision systems will be leveraged.  A set of servos will pan the imagers to achieve 

fixation at different points in space from the imaging platform.  By designing an adaptive 

fixation point the system should have a greater overall depth field than a system with stationary 

imagers. 
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It should be noted that under certain circumstances a system with a set of fixed imagers 

on a moveable platform could perform similarly as long as the baselines are the same.  The size 

of the depth field could be comparable to the system proposed.  In other cases where the baseline 

(defined as the distance between the imagers) needs to be large, it would be impractical to hard 

mount the imagers to a large framework.  The system footprint would be even larger because the 

framework would need to rotate.  This makes the proposed system a more viable generalized 

solution because the size of the baseline no longer has a mechanical limitation.  The baseline 

component of the system is discussed in chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

STEREOSCOPY REQUIREMENTS 

In biology there are three areas of the visual field to be processed, foveal, parafoveal and 

peripheral.  The foveal area has a much higher spatial resolution, pixels per area, and contains 

different detectors that provide information on specific wavelengths of light such as the cones.  

The parafoveal area contains less of the cones and some of the broad wavelength detectors like 

the rods.  The detectors are not arranged as tightly as found in the foveal area but are able to 

detect some motion due to the interconnectivity of the rods.  The peripheral area contains mostly 

rods with some cones which provides a greater temporal resolution as opposed the high spatial 

resolution of the parafoveal area. 

Electronic image sensors are built so that every detector is the same with the same 

spacing throughout.  There are several different methods to convert the uniform image resolution 

into an image emulating the three biological areas of the retina [10].  This paper addresses all of 

the processing as if the entire image was contained within the foveal and parafoveal areas 

because the sensor is made to have a high spatial resolution not temporal.  The fabrication of 

these sensors onto a 2-dimensional plane instead of a spherical sector also induces errors into the 

image that must be accounted for. 

2.1 Lens Distortion 

The first obstacle in any video processing is lens distortion.  Lens distortion occurs when 

the optics of a system distorts the image projection from the original rectilinear image.  CalTech 

developed a toolbox for Matlab that can calculate the distortion coefficients from a set of 

calibration images and display the results [10].  Using the toolbox, the following figures [Figures 

2.1-3] are the distortion models from the left imager of the system being used. 
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Figure 2.1: Matlab Complete Distortion Model 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Matlab Radial Distortion Model 
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Figure 2.3: Matlab Tangential Distortion Model 

 

 

To create a set of distortion models it is necessary to first capture a set of calibration 

images.  The website provides files for the calibration rig, a checker board image, or one can be 

constructed and printed out.  The exact physical dimensions in mm for the square blocks must be 

measured.  Then the rig is attached to a flat surface with no ripples in the rig.  This is very 

important because any imperfections in the rig, not being flat, will result in false optical 

distortions. 

Once the rig is prepared a set of calibration images can be collected.  Each imager must 

capture a set of images even if both imagers are of the same type and configuration.  This is due 

to subtle differences in either manufacturing or assembly of the imager, such as lens polishing or 

mounting to sensor.  Each set of images should have the same name with a sequenced number at 

the end.  The images should capture as much of the rig as possible and if possible span the entire 

FOV, multiple images may be the only way to accomplish both. 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) from the toolbox can now be run to calculate the 

distortion model for each set of images.  After the GUI starts it prompts the user to choose 

between "Standard" or "Memory efficient".  It is faster to use "Standard" but if the image files 
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are really big then the second choice is the only option.  The next menu is where the calibration 

image files are defined and loaded into Matlab to be processed. 

To define the image files select "Image names".  This defines both the string identifying 

the file name and the file extension or type.  After the files are defined select "Read images" and 

the images will be loaded into the Matlab workspace.  The next process is very time consuming 

as it requires user input for each image in the calibration set. 

Select "Extract grid corners" and the program will process each of the images in the 

calibration set.  The user must define the outer most grid corners whose sides remain in the 

image.  Next, the number of squares in both the horizontal and vertical axes is entered along with 

their size from the measurements earlier.  The program then displays where it thinks all of the 

square corners are.  If the guess is close to the corners of the squares then the next image is 

processed in the same manner.  If the guess is not close the program prompts the user for 

coefficients that might make the guess more accurate.  This is more or less just trial and error. 

"Calibration" can be selected after all of the images have their corners extracted.  It uses 

all of the information about the distortion coefficients from the corner extraction and actual 

physical grid parameters to calculate the distortion model.  To display the distortion model like 

Figures 2.1-2.3 select "Show calib. results". 

The radial and tangential coefficients from the distortion models are used to obtain the 

inverse models and reproduce the original rectilinear images.  The subsequent steps in 

stereoscopy cannot be accomplished unless this step is done.  Pixel correlation techniques 

depend on straight lines being straight and not a function of the pixel’s distance from the center 

of the image.  Selecting "Undistort Image" allows the program to reverse the distortion of one or 

all of the calibration images used.  It is a quick way of determining if the model produced is 

adequate.  The following images from the left imager of the system show how the optics 

distorted the checker board image and how the corrected image is very close to the original 

rectilinear projection from the scene.  For live video frame conversions a Matlab function is 

implemented to "undistort" each frame [Appendix A.14]. 
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Figure 2.4: Image Correction; Distorted Image (Left), Corrected Image (Right) 

 

2.2 Image Rectification 

Image rectification is the process where the left and right imagers are aligned to each 

other.  This is done to ensure that rows in one image correlate well to the same rows in the other 

image.  It can be viewed as a software version of a pitch control system.  If the two imagers do 

not have exactly the same elevation angle then the rows in one image will be +/- the elevation 

error in the other image. 

This process is computationally intensive and not practical for real-time operation.  

Removal of lens distortion, pixel correlation and development of the disparity map are also 

computationally intensive but not avoidable.  A better solution is to incorporate a control system 

that reduces the elevation error to an acceptable limit.  This limit is entirely controlled by the size 

of the pixel's FOV which is analyzed in section 4.2.2. 

2.3 Pixel Correlation 

The method by which a set of pixels in one image is determined to be the same set of 

pixels in another image is pixel correlation.  A variable correlation window is used in this 

presentation.  The size of the window is really a design choice.  Smaller windows provide higher 

resolutions in the disparity map, discussed in the next section, but they may also provide multiple 

high correlation values.  This means that more software must be developed to determine which is 
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the most correct.  Larger windows provide more distinct correlations at the cost of resolution in 

the disparity map. 

Ideally the size of the window would result in one very strong correlation between the 

two sets of rows from the images.  This relates to the number of differences within the window.  

If the texture within the window is very uniform a larger window would be desirable to ensure 

uniqueness.  The opposite can be said if the texture in the window is very diverse.  There are 

numerous ways to accomplish the correlation task as discussed in the previous chapter but it is a 

diverse topic and not in the scope of this paper. 

2.4 Disparity Map 

After all of the correlations are adequately identified a disparity map is produced.  The 

disparity map is a way to depict the depth of objects within the image.  The distance between the 

correlated windows determines the depth of the window in space.  Figure 2.5 shows the different 

regions in space relative to the disparity.  At the intersection of the image vectors is the focal 

point.  If a window in the left half of the first imager corresponds to a window in the right half of 

the second imager the resulting depth is farther than the focal point.  The other quadrants follow 

similar patterns.  Depth in the disparity map is usually displayed as a function of color.  The 

image in Figure 2.6 is from Point Grey’s documentation for their fixed stereoscopic units. 

 

Figure 2.5: Disparity Map Quadrants 
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Figure 2.6: Disparity Map Image [11] 
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CHAPTER THREE 

VIDEO STABILIZATION 

Video stabilization is the process of removing video frame jitter.  The jitter is caused by 

the motion of the imager, so that the video frame is not capturing a constant area of a scene.  This 

noise makes relating one frame to another more difficult.  It is like watching a video that was 

recorded by someone running with a video camera.  There is software that can remove this jitter 

within limits but this destroys any orientation information from the imagers.  So again, it is better 

to incorporate a mechanical control system to alleviate the jitter and maintain the orientation 

information. 

3.1 Human Head 

The vestibular system of the inner ear is responsible for the sensations of balance and 

motion. It uses fluids and detection cells (hair cells) to send information to the brain about the 

attitude, rotation, and linear motion of the head. The type of motion or attitude detected by a hair 

cell depends on its associated mechanical structures, such as the curved tube of a semicircular 

canal [Figure 3.1] or the calcium carbonate crystals (otolith) of the saccule and utricle. 

 
Figure 3.1: Image of Inner Ear Organs [12] 

 

 

The otoliths are suspended in a viscous fluid in the semicircular canals.  When the head 

moves the otoliths strike the hair cells along the walls and signal a change in head orientation.  

At rest some of the otoliths settle due to gravity and signal which way is "down". 
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The vestibulo-ocular reflex is a reflex eye movement that stabilizes images on the retina 

during head movement by producing an eye movement in the direction opposite to head 

movement, thus preserving the image on the center of the visual field. For example, when the 

head moves to the right, the eyes move to the left, and vice versa. 

 
Figure 3.2: Trineuranal Arc [13] 

 

 

This reflex is controlled by the cerebellum which does not involve any of the higher brain 

functions, thinking about the task.  The pathway for this process is referred to as the "trineuranal 

arc" and consists of the vestibular neurons, primary and secondary, in the inner ear to detect the 

movement and the oculomotor neurons that are stimulated to counter the detected movement 

[Figure 3.2].  The reflex involves both excitation and inhibition of the ocular muscles[13].  The 

gain applied to the excitation and inhibition was further studied to show some active control of 

the amount of movement exhibited by the oculomotor neurons.  " When subjects were asked to 

fixate imaginary targets in the dark that were stationary in space, the gain rose to 0.95. When 

they imagined targets rotating with them on the chair, the gain dropped to 0.35." [14]  

Conducting the experiment in the dark proved that there were no visual cues for the brain to 

process. 

3.2 Leveling Platform 

The three-axis accelerometer in Figure 3.3 is essentially a carrier board or breakout board 

from Parallax for the Hitachi H48C accelerometer.  Through MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical 

System) technology and built-in compensation, the H48C accelerometer module provides 

simultaneous outputs through analog conditioning circuitry to an MCP3204 ADC.  To "read" g-

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f5/Vestibulo-ocular_reflex.PNG�
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force, G, of a given axis it is necessary to read the voltage output from that axis and use [15]: 

( )( )axis vref 3.3
axis ref 0.0022

4095 0.3663
G

−  = = −  
  

. 

In the formula, axis and vref are expressed in counts from the ADC, 4095 is the 

maximum output count from a 12-bit ADC channel, 3.3 is the H48C supply voltage, and 0.3663 

is the H48C output voltage for 1g (when operating at 3.3v). 

 
Figure 3.3: 3-Axis Accelerometer Module [16] 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Stabilization Platform 

 

 

The accelerometer along with a Freescale HCS12 microcontroller and a set of Hitec 

servos realizes the adaptive-parallax stabilization platform [Figure 3.4].  The microcontroller is 

used to poll the accelerometer and perform calculations to control the PWM (Pulse Width 

Modulation) signal to the servos.  The sampling rate of the accelerometer is 200Hz, or one 

sample every 5ms.  The servos are limited to a 60 degree per 0.23 second rotational speed, or 1.3 

degrees per sample.  These limits affect how the system can operate.  Any rotation faster than 

260 degrees/sec could not be countered by the servo. 

The servos are connected to a frame so that the rotational axes are perpendicular to each 

other.  This enables the frame to pitch and roll.  The servos run off of a 50Hz square wave with a 
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duty cycle ranging from 0.9-2.1ms.  This range commands the servos to drive from 0-180 

degrees.  As the X and Y axes from the accelerometer indicate movement away from level, the 

duty cycle to the appropriate servo is adjusted to return the platform to level.  Source code for the 

platform can be seen in Appendix A.17. 

The duty cycle of the servos has a small range when compared to the size of the period.  

To increase the resolution of the servos, two of the 8-bit PWM channels on the HCS12 were 

concatenated to create one 16-bit channel for each servo.  The concatenation of the channels 

gave the servo 2400 steps for 0-180 degree sweep instead of 10 with the 8-bit channel.  The bus 

clock on the processor is 2MHz which yields a 40000 count for the period, 1800 count for 0 

degrees and 4200 for 180 degrees. 

The SPI module communicates with the accelerometer to get G-force readings for the 

three axes.  As stated before, when the X or Y component strays from zero the PWM duty cycle 

of the appropriate servo is adjusted to bring the accelerometer back to level.  The duty cycle is 

simply incremented/decremented until it reaches a set of bounds or level reading.  The bounds 

were originally designed to keep the servo from running against the internal mechanical stops, 

but after the pitch and roll framework was installed on the robot the bounds were adjusted to 

avoid mechanical collisions. 

3.3 Robot 

 
Figure 3.5: Robot with Platform and Paddle 
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To test the stability platform a set of tracks and motors were added to enable locomotion, 

see Figure 3.5.  The user simply moves a joystick with two internal potentiometers on the base 

station.  The base station is controlled by another HCS12 micro processor.  Each potentiometer is 

fed into an ADC that converts the analog voltage into an 8-bit digital value.  One potentiometer 

relates to a forward or reverse command while the second relates to a left or right command.  

These two digital values are input into a Fuzzy Logic algorithm to command the four motors, 

two for each track. 

 

Table 3.1: Fuzzy Logic Rule Set 

Fore/Aft Left/Right LeftMtr RightMtr 

    

Aft Left Med Rev Full Rev 

Aft Neutral Full Rev Full Rev 

Aft Right Full Rev Med Rev 

Neutral Left Med Rev Med Fore 

Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Neutral Right Med Fore Med Rev 

Fore Left Med Fore Full Fore 

Fore Neutral Full Fore Full Fore 

Fore Right Full Fore Med Fore 

 

 

Since it is impractical to encode every value of a continuous rule set, Fuzzy Logic [17] 

was implemented.  Fuzzy Logic gives a programmer the ability to define a small number of rules 

to cover a much larger number of input combinations [Table 3.1].  It determines an output level 

value based on these rules and a weighted average calculation.  To see the amount of memory 

saved by not encoding every rule refer to Figure 3.6 where the blue areas represent rules that are 

defined and the white space is all other possible combinations of inputs. 
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Figure 3.6: Memory Savings 

 

 

The first task accomplished by a Fuzzy Logic algorithm is to determine the truth values 

of the inputs against membership functions.  A membership function is a way to define how true 

an input is over a given range.  Each rule variable level must have a membership function that 

defines it.  In Figure 3.7 there are three membership functions.  The membership functions define 

how true the input is for the three levels of that rule variable. 

 
Figure 3.7: Membership Functions 
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After the truth values are calculated all previous rule evaluations are cleared.  The rule 

evaluations are completed in two steps.  The first is to take the minimum value for each rule’s 

variables to set as the output level value.  The second step is to take the maximum value for each 

of the output level’s values. 

Once the rule evaluations are complete a weighted average calculation along with 

extended division is done.  It multiplies each of the output level values by its corresponding 

Singleton value, sums them up and divides by the sum of the output level values.  Singleton 

values are defined values for an output level, such as motor speeds i.e. reverse, stop and forward.  

For the motors five speeds were chosen: full reverse, half reverse, neutral, half forward, and full 

forward.  They operate in a similar fashion to the platform servos except that they are continuous 

rotation motors and instead of a range of 0-180 degrees their range is from full speed clockwise 

to full speed anti-clockwise with the same duty cycle and period requirements as the platform 

servos. 

Originally the platform and robot code were developed in parallel on two separate 

HCS12 microcontrollers.  To reduce the amount of hardware and power on the robot both pieces 

of code were combined and put on one HCS12.  Since the leveling platform is controlled by four 

PWM channels and the 16-bit resolution is necessary only two are available for the drive motors.  

This truncation to 8-bit values on the drive motors makes Fuzzy Logic a bit over kill as is evident 

in the spread of the Singleton values.  The 16-bit values make the drive motors operate much 

smoother had the hardware been able to support the extra PWM channels.  Instead of writing 

linear code the Fuzzy Logic code was just truncated to 8 bits. 

The Singleton values are [13 16 19 22 25] with a period count of 250 and a clock 

prescaler of 160 yielding a 12500 clock.  Instead of using two bytes to communicate the left and 

right drive motor commands to the robot, only one was transmitted.  It was noticed that the range 

of the commands is only 11 per side which can be represented by 4-bits easily.  So the Singleton 

values were shifted to become [0 3 6 9 12] and the two commands were packaged into one byte.  

The first command was multiplied by 16 and added to the second command to be transmitted.  

On the receiver side, the two commands are separated and shifted back to the original Singleton 

values before commanding the duty cycle registers that control the motors. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

IMAGERS 

4.1 Human Eye Average Field of View (FOV) 

The approximate field of view (FOV) of a human eye is: 95° Out, 75° Down, 60° In, and 

60° Up [Figure 4.1] [17].  In the figure each eye’s FOV is represented by a hashed region.  

Where the two fields overlap is white and this is where depth perception comes from.  The 

human eye has a blind spot about 12–15° temporal and 1.5° below the horizontal and is roughly 

7.5° in height and 5.5° in width [17].  The blind spot is created by the optic nerve bundle passing 

from the inside to the outside of the eye ball. The proposed imaging system (as with other 

conventional imagers) will not have this limitation. 

 

Figure 4.1: Human FOV [17] 

 

4.2 Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor (CMOS) Imager 

4.2.1 Field of View (FOV) 

The FOV of an electronic image is dependent on the focal length of the lens and physical 

size of the imager. 

1 SensorSize(meters)

FocalLength(meters)
FOV tan

−  
=  
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A set of tables for common values for both sensor sizes and focal lengths was used to calculate a 

variety of different FOVs for the different combinations [Tables 4.1- 2 in Appendix A].  Arrays 

were created from each of the tables where the size array only used the horizontal size of the 

sensor.  The above formula was then placed inside a nested "for loop" structure that iterated 

through each of the array elements. 

[ ]
[ ]

1

,

1 2 number of sensorsSensorSize(horizontal)
tan ,

FocalLength 1 2 number of lenses

i
i j

j

i
FOV

j

−
 =  =     =  




 

 The results were then plotted and compared to both the human retina and fovea [Figure 

4.2].  This comparison is a good indication of how well industry is performing against biology.  

Source code can be seen in Appendix A.1.  Industry can meet the resolution of the retina, but has 

not yet reached the scale of the FOV. 

 
Figure 4.2: Matlab FOV Simulation 

 

4.2.2 Spatial Resolution 

The next set of simulations performed in Matlab addressed pixel (spatial) resolution.  

Pixel resolution is very important when calculating distances.  The simplest relationship is 

relating fixation distance to lateral pixel disparity.  If the entire image captured was at the 
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fixation distance then each pixel relates to a certain distance left to right and up to down.  The 

array of pixels act as bins where they average a section of the FOV.  The tangent function 

appears where the base, pixel to pixel, is a percentage of the fixation distance [Figure 4.3]: 

( ) %Distance
%

Distance
tan Θ = =  

( )1 %tan
−Θ =  

 
Figure 4.3: Pixel Resolution Calculation Layout 

 

 

A simulation in Matlab was done to illustrate this averaging error relationship.  An array 

of percentages from 0-1000 was made to represent the averaging errors.  Each error was then 

input into the above equation to calculate the horizontal FOV for the pixel in degrees. 

( ) [ ]1PixelFOV tan %error , 1 2 number of error elements
i i i

i
−= Θ = =   

 In Figure 4.4 the top plot shows the pixel to pixel detection distance (averaging error) to 

be 10 times (1000%) the distance to the focal plane.  Due to the nature of the tangent function, as 

the error approaches infinity the angle approaches 90 degrees.  The other three plots are closer 

views of the lower percentages.  Source code can be seen in Appendix A.3. 
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Figure 4.4: Matlab Pixel Averaging Error as a Percentage of Focal Distance 

 

 

The human cone in the fovea has a resolution of about 0.1% as related to the comparison 

above.  Matlab was used to compare the same available CCD configurations as before and 

calculate the pixel sizes from the table of available resolutions [Table 4.3 in Appendix A].  The 

same FOV formula was used to calculate pixel FOV replacing sensor size with pixel size.  Pixel 

size was calculated by dividing each element in the horizontal sensor size array by all of the 

horizontal resolutions.  The results were then compared to both the human cone and an arbitrary 

threshold of 1% [Figure 4.5], 0.57294 degrees from Figure 4.4.  Source code can be seen in 

Appendix A.1. 

[ ]
[ ]

1

,

,

1 2 number of pixel sizesPixelSize(horizontal)
tan ,

FocalLength 1 2 number of lenses

1 2 number of sensoSensorSize(horizontal)
PixelSize(horizontal) ,

Resolutions(horizontal)

i
i j

j

m
m n

n

i
FOV

j

m

−
 =  =     =  

=
=
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Figure 4.5: Available Pixel Resolutions 

 

 

4.3 Depth Field 

Relating a number of pixels to an angular difference can now be completed with the 

information from section 4.2.  The imager's angle of fixation can be directly measured from the 

control system.  Each pixel from the center of the image is therefore a set angular difference 

from the angle of fixation. 

 
Figure 4.6: Parallax of Imagers 

 

Parallax of the imagers produces a triangle with the baseline and distance forming the 

base and the height is the fixation distance [Figure 4.6].  Therefore, the fixation angle of the 

imager with respect to the imaging plane is directly linked to the depth, distance and baseline.  
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From the geometry of Figure 4.6 the relationship 1 2Θ < Θ  ensures that the intersection is in front 

of the imagers because the math would work either way but would not make any physical sense. 

( )1

Depth
180

Distance
tan −Θ =

       4.3.1 

( )2

Depth
180

Distance Baseline
tan −Θ =

+       4.3.2 

Equations 4.3.1 & 4.3.2 come from the blue and red right triangles respectively and form 

the system of equations to solve for the two unknowns, depth and distance.  Solving for Distance 

yields equations 4.3.3 & 4.3.4.
 

( )1

Depth
Distance

180tan
=

−Θ
       4.3.3 

( )2

Depth
Distance Baseline

180tan
+ =

−Θ
      4.3.4

 

Subtracting  4.3.3 from 4.3.4 and solving for the depth yields 4.3.5.  To calculate the 

distance from the imager simply use the result from 4.3.5 in 4.3.1. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1 2

1 1 1 1
Baseline Depth Depth

180 180tan tan tan tan

   
= − = −      −Θ −Θ Θ Θ     

( ) ( )1 2

Baseline
Depth

cot cot
=

Θ − Θ
       4.3.5

 

 The baseline is the only constant in the system.  Matlab was used to simulate 

configurations of baselines to see the effects it has on the algorithm.  The average human eye 

separation is about 17cm and the average car width is about 2 meters.  Industry can build 

structures much larger than would be seen in nature and can take advantage of larger baselines.  

This information was used to plot the different fixation distances as a function of the step size 

from the Hitec servos.  The imager angles were complimentary as to keep the fixation point 

directly in front of and in between the imagers.  Source code can be seen in Appendix A.2. 

Figure 4.7 shows the results from the calculations and how a larger baseline can yield 

larger depth fields.  Notice how the resolution is greatest at closer fixations, again because of the 

tangent function.  The gain of depth for larger baselines is traded for loss in the near field.  The 

gain is much larger than the loss though. 
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Figure 4.7: Matlab Baseline Simulation 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TESTING 

5.1 Depth Field Simulation 

5.1.1 Stationary imagers 

Using equations from section 4.3, a simulation was run where the two imagers were fixed 

at a fixation angle of 90 degrees.  A depth field map was then generated from two sets of 

resolutions and two sets of sensor FOVs [Figure 5.1].  To ease the amount of computations only 

five possible lateral disparity sections were used; left, left-center, center, right-center and right 

from each imager.  In other words, the array of angles formed from dividing the horizontal 

component of the sensor by the horizontal resolutions was truncated.  The truncated array only 

consisted of the angles in five sections of the original array. 

The angle of each imager served as a center angle for each FOV angle array.  The number 

of array elements was determined by the horizontal resolution of the simulation (number of 

bins/pixels).  The size of each bin was calculated by dividing the FOV of the simulation by the 

number of bins (averaging error).  The FOV angle array was then built by starting at the imager 

fixation angle minus one half the simulation imager FOV and each element was incremented by 

one averaging error until it reached the imager fixation angle plus one half the simulation imager 

FOV. 

 This was done for both imagers creating two arrays of angles.  The two arrays were then 

iterated through using the equations from section 4.3.  First the relationship between the angles 

was evaluated.  If the evaluation was true then the depth and distance calculations were done.  

Since this is a simulation each array element was correlated to every array element in the other 

array.  This would not be the case in practice because one pixel should only correlate to one pixel 

in the other image.  It does accurately show the size of the depth field from all possible 

correlations.  Source code can be seen in Appendix A.4. 
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Figure 5.1: Matlab Fixed Imager Depth Simulation 

 

5.1.2 Adaptive Fixation 

A similar simulation to the one described in the previous section was performed on a set 

of movable imagers.  The only change was that instead of the imagers having a fixed fixation 

angel of 90 degrees each imager was positioned at [(FOV/2), 90, 180-(FOV/2)] degrees 

simultaneously.  This provided a good comparison of overall width to the previous depth 

simulation [Figure 5.2].  Source code can be seen in Appendix A.4. 

In addition, the two imagers were set to the same positions plus a step of 0.075 degrees 

iteratively.  This was done to more accurately show the size of the depth field with a step size of 

0.075 degrees from the Hitec servos.  The second graph shows how the depth detection can be 

expanded by the adaptive fixation of the imagers [Figure 5.3].  Source code can be seen in 

Appendix A.4. 
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Figure 5.2: Matlab Synchronized Variable Parallax Depth Simulation 

 

 
Figure 5.3: Matlab Iterative Variable Parallax Depth Simulation 
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5.2 Platform Tests 

Initial testing of the stabilization platform was done by driving the robot and viewing the 

video from the imagers using a software framework from AForge.NET [18].  A link to this 

software was provided by the Surveyor Corporation that the Stereo Vision System (SVS) [Figure 

5.6] board was purchased from.  SVS Test [Figure 5.7] is written in C# and streams video from 

the imagers to any PC that is connected to the wireless network hosted by the Network Interface 

Card (NIC) on the SVS.  To simulate rough terrain a paddle was installed on the track system, 

see Figure 3.5, to cause the robot to pitch and roll as it moved.  This testing proved that the 

platform could counter locomotion induced noise from the SVS imagers. 

For performance metrics the maximum acceleration during both the stabilized and rigid 

runs was recorded.  Only the magnitude was considered not the direction.  Figure 5.4 shows the 

data recorded during one set of runs.  It can be seen that at rest both runs have very similar 

acceleration readings indicated by "gforce".  The "Stabilized Run" clearly has lower maximum 

accelerations indicated by "gforcemax".  The array elements are roll, pitch and yaw axes 

represented by [0 1 2] respectively.  The yaw axis remains relatively high because it is detecting 

the local gravitational force.  Since the sensor was mounted upside-down the "gforce[2]" reading 

is negative.  The readings are represented in centi-G's.  To further illustrate the performance of 

the platform Figure 5.5 contains a video of the platform with and without stabilization enabled. 

 

    

Figure 5.4: Stabilized Run (Left), Rigid Run (Right) 
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Figure 5.5: Platform Video 

 

 

 
Figure 5.6: SVS Board [19] 

 

 
Figure 5.7: SVS Test GUI 
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To prove that the platform also decreased the processing requirement it was necessary to 

process the depth information from the stereo video.  Matlab was used to perform all of the video 

processing.  A java based software package was used to communicate with the SVS because it 

was easily incorporated into Matlab.  This software package, from the Scalable Autonomous 

Systems Laboratory at Drexel University [20], was also linked from the SVS support web-site. 

The package was originally designed to communicate with only one imager, the SRV-1 

system that came out before the SVS [Appendix A.6-14].  It was modified to provide access to 

both imagers by adding a port argument to the "Surveyor" object [Appendix A.7].  The code in 

Appendix A.5 is where the stereo video from the SVS was captured and corrected with a 

modified version of the function from CalTech.  The modified version [Appendix A.15] simply 

hardcoded the coefficients from the distortion models and allowed selection of the model, 

whether it was to undistort the left imager or right. 

This setup was able to capture and correct the video images to rectilinear images.  The 

process, however, takes anywhere from 1.5-2 seconds per frame.  This throughput will not 

support locomotion of any reasonable speed.  The addition of correlation and depth calculations 

will only decrease the throughput.  Another method to perform the calculations will be needed. 

5.3 Results 

The first simulation performed serves as the baseline for testing purposes.  It is the depth 

field representing current stereo-vision systems.  As the second and third graphs illustrate, the 

depth field of an adaptive-fixation system is larger.  Quantifying how much larger becomes 

abstract because the original size of the depth field is a function of the imager's FOV.  The 

synchronous simulation clearly shows that the field is more complete (filled-in) from left to 

right.  The iterative simulation clearly shows that the field is much larger than the static system. 

Simulation data explicitly shows that the depth field of the proposed system is larger than 

static systems.  The shape of the field, however, was not as anticipated.  At first it was thought 

that the shape would be hemispherical but it turned out to be elliptical, forming a torus if the 

imagers tilt from 0-360 degrees. 

Further analysis revealed that as the imagers pan to one side or the other the baseline 

appears to change.  The physical baseline remains constant but as the imagers pan the distance 
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between the imagers on the line normal to the focal vector diminishes [Figure 5.8].  As seen in 

the baseline simulation, this affects the maximum detectable distance and why the elliptical 

shape appears.  As the focal vector approaches either 0 or 180 degrees the maximum distance 

approaches zero. 

 
Figure 5.8: Diminishing Baseline 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

A stereoscopic system with a set of movable imagers has a much larger depth field than a 

system with a set of fixed imagers.  The simulations in chapter 5 graphically depict the size of 

each of these depth fields.  There are trade-offs to consider with the adaptive-fixation of the 

imagers.  Even though the system has a larger depth field it is much more complicated.  The 

incorporation of moving parts brings with it controllability and wear-and-tear issues that should 

be evaluated. 

Experiments on the leveling platform could not be completed.  The leveling platform 

does operate as intended, countering the pitch and roll displacements from the terrain.  It could 

not be proved that it decreased the processing required from a system without it.  The bottleneck 

was that the processing time required per frame was excessive.  Originally Matlab was chosen as 

the processing framework because it had image processing and parallel processing toolboxes. 

The parallel processing toolbox in the r2010a version, however, only utilizes multiple 

core CPUs and not the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).  The r2010b version does support some 

high-end video cards but this version was not attainable, nor was the expensive high-end video 

card.  These limitations lead to more research into GPU processing.  “The Khronos Group is a 

not for profit industry consortium creating open standards for the authoring and acceleration of 

parallel computing, graphics and dynamic media on a wide variety of platforms and devices” 

[21].  Khronos is responsible for OpenGL development which is a 2D/3D Application 

Programming Interface (API). 

6.1 Future Work 

APP SDK or CUDA software for ATI/AMD or NVIDIA graphics cards respectively will 

be used to increase frame throughput.  Also, the positioning of the imagers could be manipulated 

to enhance the horizontal FOV.  Since the imagers in this paper were displaced horizontally, the 

field tapers off horizontally but not vertically.  The imagers could be vertically displaced to keep 

the horizontal FOV constant and let the vertical FOV taper off.  This would produce a more 

panoramic FOV by rotating the torus 90 degrees.  The leveling platform would benefit if a 

gyroscope was also incorporated into the orientation system. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLES 
Table 4.1 

 
 

 

Table 4.2  [22] 

 
 

 

 

 

Focal Length (mm) 13

15

18

21

24

28

35

46.3

50

70

80

105

135

180

200

300

400

500

600

800

1200

Popular focal lengths for 35mm cameras

 Type Ratio Dia.(mm) Diagonal Width Height

 1/3.6"    4:3 7.056 5 4 3

 1/3.2"    4:3 7.938 5.68 4.536 3.416

 1/3"      4:3 8.467 6 4.8 3.6

 1/2.7"    4:3 9.407 6.721 5.371 4.035

 1/2.5"    4:3 10.16 7.182 5.76 4.29

 1/2.3"    4:3 11.044 7.7 6.16 4.62

 1/2"      4:3 12.7 8 6.4 4.8

 1/1.8"    4:3 14.111 8.933 7.176 5.319

 1/1.7"    4:3 14.941 9.5 7.6 5.7

 2/3"      4:3 16.933 11 8.8 6.6

 1"        4:3 4:03 16 12.8 9.6

 4/3"      4:3 33.867 22.5 18 13.5

 1.8" (*)  3:2 45.72 28.4 23.7 15.7

 35mm      3:2 N/A 43.3 36 24

Sensor Sizes
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Table 4.3 [23] 

Available CCD Resolutions 

Width Height Pixel 

count 

Megapixel Camera Examples 

320 240 76800 0.07 Steven Sasson Prototype (1975)  

640 480 307200 0.3 Apple QuickTake 100 (1994)  

832 608 505856 0.5 Canon Powershot 600 (1996)  

1024 768 786432 0.8 Olympus D-300L (1996)  

1280 960 1228800 1.3 Fujifilm DS-300 (1997)  

1280 1024 1310720 1.3 Fujifilm MX-700 / Leica Digilux (1998) Fujifilm MX-1700 (1999) / 

Leica Digilux Zoom (2000)  

1600 1200 1920000 2 Nikon Coolpix 950  

2012 1324 2663888 2.74 Nikon D1  

2048 1536 3145728 3 Canon PowerShot A75 Nikon Coolpix 995  

2272 1704 3871488 4 Olympus Stylus 410 Contax i4R (although CCD is actually square 

2272x2272)  

2464 1648 4060672 4.1 Canon 1D  

2560 1920 4915200 5 Olympus E-1 Sony Cyber-shot DSC-F707 Sony Cyber-shot DSC-

F717  

2816 2112 5947392 6 Olympus Stylus 600 Digital  

3008 2000 6016000 6 Nikon D40 D50 D70 D70s Pentax K100D  

3072 2048 6291456 6.3 Canon 300D Canon 10D  

3072 2304 7077888 7 Olympus FE-210 Canon PowerShot A620  

3456 2304 7962624 8 Canon 350D  

3264 2448 7990272 8 Olympus E-500 Olympus SP-350 Canon PowerShot A720 IS  

3504 2336 8185344 8.2 Canon 30D Canon 1D II Canon 1D II N  

3520 2344 8250880 8.25 Canon 20D  

3648 2736 9980928 10 Olympus E-410 Olympus E-510 Panasonic FZ50 Fujifilm FinePix 

HS10  

3872 2592 10036224 10 Nikon D40x Nikon D60 Nikon D3000 Nikon D200 Nikon D80 

Pentax K10D Sony Alpha A100  

3888 2592 10077696 10.1 Canon 400D Canon 40D  

4064 2704 10989056 11 Canon 1Ds  

4000 3000 12000000 12 Canon Powershot G9 Fujifilm FinePix S200EXR  

4256 2832 12052992 12.1 Nikon D3 Nikon D3S Nikon D700 Fujifilm FinePix S5 Pro  

4272 2848 12166656 12.2 Canon 450D  

4032 3024 12192768 12.2 Olympus PEN E-P1  

4288 2848 12212224 12.2 Nikon D2Xs/D2X Nikon D300 Nikon D90 Nikon D5000 Pentax K-x  

4900 2580 12642000 12.6 RED ONE Mysterium  

4368 2912 12719616 12.7 Canon 5D  

7920 1760 13939200 13.9 Sigma SD14 Sigma DP1 (3 layers of pixels 4.7 MP per layer in 

Foveon X3 sensor)  

4672 3104 14501888 14.5 Pentax K20D  

4752 3168 15054336 15.1 Canon EOS 500D Canon EOS 50D  

4928 3262 16075136 16.1 Nikon D7000  
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Table 4.3 continued [23] 

Available CCD Resolutions 

Width Height Pixel count Megapixel Camera Examples 

4992 3328 16613376 16.6 Canon 1Ds II Canon 1D Mark IV  

5184 3456 17915904 17.9 Canon EOS 550D Canon EOS 60D Canon EOS 7D  

5270 3516 18529320 18.5 Leica M9  

5616 3744 21026304 21 Canon 1Ds III Canon 5D Mark II  

6048 4032 24385536 24.4 Sony ? 850 Sony ? 900 Nikon D3X  

7500 5000 37500000 37.5 Leica S2  

7212 5142 39031344 39 Hasselblad H3DII-39  

7216 5412 39052992 39.1 Leica RCD100  

8176 6132 50135232 50.1 Hasselblad H3DII-50  

11250 5000 56250000 56.3 Better Light 4000E-HS  

8956 6708 60076848 60.1 Hasselblad H4D-60  

8984 6732 60480288 60.5 Phase One P65+  

10320 7752 80000640 80 Leaf Aptus-II 12  

9372 9372 87834384 87.8 Leica RC30  

12600 10500 132300000 132.3 Phase One PowerPhase FX/FX+  

18000 8000 144000000 144 Better Light 6000-HS/6000E-HS  

21250 7500 159375000 159.4 Seitz 6x17 Digital  

18000 12000 216000000 216 Better Light Super 6K-HS  

24000 15990 383760000 383.8 Better Light Super 8K-HS  

30600 13600 416160000 416.2 Better Light Super 10K-HS  

62830 7500 471225000 471.2 Seitz Roundshot D3 (80 mm lens)  

62830 13500 848205000 848.2 Seitz Roundshot D3 (110 mm lens)  

38000 38000 1444000000 1444 Pan-STARRS PS1  

157000 18000 2826000000 2826 Better Light 300 mm lens Digital 

 

SOFTWARE 

A.1 CCD Configurations 

%Thomas Stegeman 

% This code examines the different combinations of 

% CCD resolution, size and focal length. 

% 15 Oct 2010 

clear all; 

clc; 

%All measurements in meters 

ft = 0.3048;        %This is equivalent to 1 foot 

%Optical receiver resolutions(number of pixels) 

CCD_res = [ 

% Width  Height     Pixel count     Megapixel   Camera Examples 

320      240   ;%   76,800          0.07        Steven Sasson Prototype (1975)  
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640      480   ;%   307,200         0.3         Apple QuickTake 100 (1994)  

832      608   ;%   505,856         0.5         Canon Powershot 600 (1996)  

1024     768   ;%   786,432         0.8         Olympus D-300L (1996)  

1280     960   ;%   1,228,800       1.3         Fujifilm DS-300 (1997)  

1280     1024  ;%   1,310,720       1.3         Fujifilm MX-700 / Leica Digilux (1998), Fujifilm MX-1700 

(1999) / Leica Digilux Zoom (2000)  

1600     1200  ;%   1,920,000       2           Nikon Coolpix 950  

2012     1324  ;%   2,663,888       2.74        Nikon D1  

2048     1536  ;%   3,145,728       3           Canon PowerShot A75, Nikon Coolpix 995  

2272     1704  ;%   3,871,488       4           Olympus Stylus 410, Contax i4R (although CCD is actually 

square 2,272x2,272)  

2464     1648  ;%   4,060,672       4.1         Canon 1D  

2560     1920  ;%   4,915,200       5           Olympus E-1, Sony Cyber-shot DSC-F707, Sony Cyber-shot 

DSC-F717  

2816     2112  ;%   5,947,392       6           Olympus Stylus 600 Digital  

3008     2000  ;%   6,016,000       6           Nikon D40, D50, D70, D70s, Pentax K100D  

3072     2048  ;%   6,291,456       6.3         Canon 300D, Canon 10D  

3072     2304  ;%   7,077,888       7           Olympus FE-210, Canon PowerShot A620  

3456     2304  ;%   7,962,624       8           Canon 350D  

3264     2448  ;%   7,990,272       8           Olympus E-500, Olympus SP-350, Canon PowerShot A720 IS  

3504     2336  ;%   8,185,344       8.2         Canon 30D, Canon 1D II, Canon 1D II N  

3520     2344  ;%   8,250,880       8.25        Canon 20D  

3648     2736  ;%   9,980,928       10          Olympus E-410, Olympus E-510, Panasonic FZ50, Fujifilm 

FinePix HS10  

3872     2592  ;%   10,036,224      10          Nikon D40x, Nikon D60, Nikon D3000, Nikon D200, Nikon 

D80, Pentax K10D, Sony Alpha A100  

3888     2592  ;%   10,077,696      10.1        Canon 400D, Canon 40D  

4064     2704  ;%   10,989,056      11          Canon 1Ds  

4000     3000  ;%   12,000,000      12          Canon Powershot G9, Fujifilm FinePix S200EXR  

4256     2832  ;%   12,052,992      12.1        Nikon D3, Nikon D3S, Nikon D700, Fujifilm FinePix S5 Pro  

4272     2848  ;%   12,166,656      12.2        Canon 450D  

4032     3024  ;%   12,192,768      12.2        Olympus PEN E-P1  

4288     2848  ;%   12,212,224      12.2        Nikon D2Xs/D2X, Nikon D300, Nikon D90, Nikon D5000, 

Pentax K-x  

4900     2580  ;%   12,642,000      12.6        RED ONE Mysterium  

4368     2912  ;%   12,719,616      12.7        Canon 5D  

7920     1760  ;%   13,939,200      13.9        Sigma SD14, Sigma DP1 (3 layers of pixels, 4.7 MP per layer, 

in Foveon X3 sensor)  

4672     3104  ;%   14,501,888      14.5        Pentax K20D  

4752     3168  ;%   15,054,336      15.1        Canon EOS 500D, Canon EOS 50D  

4928     3262  ;%   16,075,136      16.1        Nikon D7000  

4992     3328  ;%   16,613,376      16.6        Canon 1Ds II, Canon 1D Mark IV  

5184     3456  ;%   17,915,904      17.9        Canon EOS 550D, Canon EOS 60D, Canon EOS 7D  

5270     3516  ;%   18,529,320      18.5        Leica M9  

5616     3744  ;%   21,026,304      21.0        Canon 1Ds III, Canon 5D Mark II  

6048     4032  ;%   24,385,536      24.4        Sony ? 850, Sony ? 900, Nikon D3X  

7500     5000  ;%   37,500,000      37.5        Leica S2  

7212     5142  ;%   39,031,344      39.0        Hasselblad H3DII-39  

7216     5412  ;%   39,052,992      39.1        Leica RCD100  

8176     6132  ;%   50,135,232      50.1        Hasselblad H3DII-50  

11250    5000  ;%   56,250,000      56.3        Better Light 4000E-HS  

8956     6708  ;%   60,076,848      60.1        Hasselblad H4D-60  

8984     6732  ;%   60,480,288      60.5        Phase One P65+  

10320    7752  ;%   80,000,640      80          Leaf Aptus-II 12  

9372     9372  ;%   87,834,384      87.8        Leica RC30  

12600    10500 ;%   132,300,000     132.3       Phase One PowerPhase FX/FX+  
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18000    8000  ;%   144,000,000     144         Better Light 6000-HS/6000E-HS  

21250    7500  ;%   159,375,000     159.4       Seitz 6x17 Digital  

18000    12000 ;%   216,000,000     216         Better Light Super 6K-HS  

24000    15990 ;%   383,760,000     383.8       Better Light Super 8K-HS  

30600    13600 ;%   416,160,000     416.2       Better Light Super 10K-HS  

62830    7500  ;%   471,225,000     471.2       Seitz Roundshot D3 (80 mm lens)  

62830    13500 ;%   848,205,000     848.2       Seitz Roundshot D3 (110 mm lens)  

38000    38000 ;%   1,444,000,000   1,444       Pan-STARRS PS1  

157000   18000];%   2,826,000,000   2,826       Better Light 300 mm lens Digital  

  

%Number of pixels in horizontal plane 

res_h = CCD_res(:,1); 

%Number of pixels in vertical plane 

res_v = CCD_res(:,2); 

index_res = length(res_h); 

%Popular focal lengths for 35mm cameras 

%     Focal Length (mm) 13 15 18 21 24 28 35 43.3 50 70 85 105 135 180 200 300 400 500 600 800 1200  

%     Diagonal (°) 118 111 100 91.7 84.1 75.4 63.4 53.1 46.8 34.4 28.6 23.3 18.2 13.7 12.4 8.25 6.19 4.96 

4.13 3.10 2.07  

%     Vertical (°) 85.4 77.3 67.4 59.5 53.1 46.4 37.8 31.0 27.0 19.5 16.1 13.0 10.2 7.63 6.87 4.58 3.44 2.75 

2.29 1.72 1.15  

%     Horizontal (°) 108 100.4 90.0 81.2 73.7 65.5 54.4 45.1 39.6 28.8 23.9 19.5 15.2 11.4 10.3 6.87 5.15 

4.12 3.44 2.58 1.72  

focal_length = 0.001.*[13 15 18 21 24 28 35 43.3 50 70 85 105 135 180 200 300 400 500 600 800 1200]; 

index_focal = length(focal_length); 

%Focal length of the human eye 

focal_length_human = 0.017; 

%Sensor sizes 

% Type      Ratio   Dia.(mm)    Diagonal    Width   Height  

% 1/3.6"    4:3     7.056        

Sensor =                       [5.000       4.000   3.000;  

% 1/3.2"    4:3     7.938        

                                5.680       4.536   3.416;  

% 1/3"      4:3     8.467        

                                6.000       4.800   3.600;  

% 1/2.7"    4:3     9.407        

                                6.721       5.371   4.035;  

% 1/2.5"    4:3     10.160       

                                7.182       5.760   4.290;   

% 1/2.3"    4:3     11.044       

                                7.70        6.16    4.62;   

% 1/2"      4:3     12.700       

                                8.000       6.400   4.800;  

% 1/1.8"    4:3     14.111       

                                8.933       7.176   5.319;  

% 1/1.7"    4:3     14.941       

                                9.500       7.600   5.700;  

% 2/3"      4:3     16.933       

                                11.000      8.800   6.600;  

% 1"        4:3     25.400       

                                16.000      12.800  9.600;  

% 4/3"      4:3     33.867       

                                22.500      18.000  13.500;  

% 1.8" (*)  3:2     45.720       

                                28.400      23.700  15.700;     

% 35mm      3:2     n/a          
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                                43.300      36.000  24.000];  

sensor_size_diag = 0.001.*Sensor(:,1); 

sensor_size_hor = 0.001.*Sensor(:,2); 

sensor_size_vert = 0.001.*Sensor(:,3); 

index_sensor = length(sensor_size_vert); 

retina_size = 0.0467; 

fovea_size = 0.0013; 

%Affective photodiode sizes 

diode_hor = zeros(index_res,index_sensor); 

diode_vert = diode_hor; 

diode_diag = diode_hor; 

fov_diode_hor = zeros(index_res,index_sensor,index_focal); 

fov_diode_vert = fov_diode_hor; 

fov_diode_diag = fov_diode_hor; 

for r = 1 : index_res 

    for s = 1 : index_sensor 

        diode_hor(r,s) = sensor_size_hor(s)/res_h(r); 

        diode_vert(r,s) = sensor_size_vert(s)/res_v(r); 

        diode_diag(r,s) = (diode_hor(r,s)^2 + diode_vert(r,s)^2)^0.5; 

        %Feild of view of pixels (degrees) 

        for foc = 1 : index_focal 

            fov_diode_hor(r,s,foc) = 2*atan(diode_hor(r,s)/(2*focal_length(foc)))*(180/pi); 

            fov_diode_vert(r,s,foc) = 2*atan(diode_vert(r,s)/(2*focal_length(foc)))*(180/pi); 

            fov_diode_diag(r,s,foc) = 2*atan(diode_diag(r,s)/(2*focal_length(foc)))*(180/pi); 

        end     

    end 

end 

photo_receptor_cone = 0.0000001*(5 : 5 : 40); 

fov_human_cone = 2*atan(photo_receptor_cone/(2*focal_length_human))*(180/pi); 

%Feild of View of sensor (degrees) 

fov_sensor_hor = zeros(index_sensor,index_focal); 

fov_sensor_vert = fov_sensor_hor; 

fov_sensor_diag = fov_sensor_hor; 

for s = 1 : index_sensor 

    for foc = 1 : index_focal 

        fov_sensor_hor(s,foc) = 2*atan(sensor_size_hor(s)/(2*focal_length(foc)))*(180/pi); 

        fov_sensor_vert(s,foc) = 2*atan(sensor_size_vert(s)/(2*focal_length(foc)))*(180/pi); 

        fov_sensor_diag(s,foc) = 2*atan(sensor_size_diag(s)/(2*focal_length(foc)))*(180/pi); 

    end 

end 

fov_retina = 140; 

fov_fovea = 4.5; 

%Graphing 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

figure('OuterPosition',[scrsz(1) scrsz(2) scrsz(3) scrsz(4)],'name','FOV per pixel'); 

az = -155; 

el = 22; 

cones = scatter3(photo_receptor_cone,(focal_length_human*ones(1,8)),fov_human_cone,50,'red','fill'); 

grid on; 

view(az,el); 

xlabel('Horizontal Size(Meters)'); 

ylabel('Focal Length(Meters)'); 

zlabel('Horizontal FOV(Degrees)'); 

hold on; 

for r = 1 : index_res 

    for s = 1 : index_sensor 
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        for foc = 1 : index_focal 

            if (fov_diode_diag(r,s,foc)<max(fov_human_cone)) 

                pixel_cone = scatter3(diode_hor(r,s),focal_length(foc),fov_diode_hor(r,s,foc),10,'magenta','fill'); 

            elseif (fov_diode_diag(r,s,foc)<0.57294) 

                pixel_1 = scatter3(diode_hor(r,s),focal_length(foc),fov_diode_hor(r,s,foc),10,'green','fill'); 

            else 

                pixel_0 = scatter3(diode_hor(r,s),focal_length(foc),fov_diode_hor(r,s,foc),10,'blue','fill'); 

            end 

        end 

    end 

end 

key = [pixel_1 pixel_cone pixel_0 cones]; 

pixel_legend = legend(key,'CCD Pixel FOV Below 1% Tolerance','CCD Pixel FOV Below Human 

Cone','CCD Pixel FOV Above 1% Tolerance','Human Cone'); 

hold off; 

figure('OuterPosition',[scrsz(1) scrsz(2) scrsz(3) scrsz(4)],'name','FOV for sensor'); 

retina = scatter3(retina_size,focal_length_human,fov_retina,25,'red','fill'); 

hold on; 

fovea = scatter3(fovea_size,focal_length_human,fov_fovea,25,'green','fill'); 

grid on; 

view(az,el); 

xlabel('Horizontal Size(Meters)'); 

ylabel('Focal Length(Meters)'); 

zlabel('Horizontal FOV(Degrees)'); 

for s = 1 : index_sensor 

    for foc = 1 : index_focal 

        sensor = scatter3(sensor_size_hor(s),focal_length(foc),fov_sensor_hor(s,foc),5,'blue','fill'); 

    end 

end 

key = [sensor retina fovea]; 

sensor_legend = legend(key,'CCD configurations','Human retina','Human fovea'); 

hold off; 

 

A.2 Baseline 

%Thomas Stegeman 

% This code examines the different focal differences 

% as a function of baseline and servo step size. 

% 27 Oct 2010 

  

clear all; 

clc; 

%All measurements in meters 

ft = 0.3048;                %This is equivalent to 1 foot 

human_baseline = 0.17;       

baseline = [human_baseline 2];   %Distance between optical recievers 

index_base = length(baseline); 

low = 45; 

high = 90; 

    %2400 steps from 0 to 180 degrees 

    %600 for 45 degree sweep 

step = (high-low)/600; 

theta = low : step : high; 

index_theta = length(theta)-1; 

distance = zeros(index_base,index_theta); 
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for b = 1 : index_base 

    for t = 1 : index_theta 

        distance(b,t) = tan(theta(t)*pi/180)*baseline(b)/2; 

    end 

end 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

figure('OuterPosition',[scrsz(1) scrsz(2) scrsz(3) scrsz(4)]); 

for b = 1 : index_base 

    subplot(1,2,b) 

    semilogy(theta(1:index_theta),distance(b,:)','-or'); 

    hold on; 

    grid on; 

    xlabel('Angle (Degrees)'); 

    ylabel('Focal Plane Distance (meters)'); 

    title({['Basline = ',num2str(baseline(b)),' Meters'],['Angle = [',int2str(low),' ~',int2str(high),'] step of 

',num2str(step),' Degrees']}); 

    text(theta(1),distance(b,1),num2str(distance(b,1)),'BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 .7]); 

    text(theta(index_theta),distance(b,index_theta),num2str(distance(b,index_theta)),'BackgroundColor',[.7 

.9 .7]); 

    hold off; 

end 

 

A.3 Pixel Resolution as Percentage of Distance 

%   Thomas Stegeman 

% This code examines the pixel to pixel detection as 

% a function of distance to the focal plane. 

% 25 Oct 2010 

  

clear all; 

clc; 

percent = 0 : 0.0001 : 1000; 

index_per = length(percent); 

theta = zeros(1,index_per); 

% tan(theta) = pixel_delta/distance 

% pixel_delta = (percent/100)*distance 

% tan(theta) = percent/100 

% theta = atan(percent/100) 

for t = 1 : index_per 

    theta(t) = (180/pi)*atan(percent(t)/100); 

end 

%Graphing 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

figure('OuterPosition',[scrsz(1) scrsz(2) scrsz(3) scrsz(4)],'name','Pixel to Pixel Relative Distance'); 

subplot(4,1,1) 

    plot(percent,theta); 

    hold on; 

    text(percent(index_per),theta(index_per),num2str(theta(index_per)),'BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 .7]); 

    title({'Pixel to Pixel Error = 0 - 10 Times Distance to Focal Plane','',''}); 

    ylabel('Degrees'); 

    range = (index_per-1)/10 + 1; 

    hold off; 

subplot(4,1,2) 

    plot(percent(1:range),theta(1:range)); 

    hold on; 
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    text(percent(range),theta(range),num2str(theta(range)),'BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 .7]); 

    ylabel('Degrees'); 

    range = (range-1)/10 + 1; 

    hold off; 

subplot(4,1,3) 

    plot(percent(1:range),theta(1:range)); 

    hold on; 

    text(percent(range),theta(range),num2str(theta(range)),'BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 .7]); 

    ylabel('Degrees'); 

    range = (range-1)/10 + 1; 

    hold off; 

subplot(4,1,4) 

    plot(percent(1:range),theta(1:range)); 

    hold on; 

    text(percent(range),theta(range),num2str(theta(range)),'BackgroundColor',[.7 .9 .7]); 

    xlabel('% of Distance to Focal Plane'); 

    ylabel('Degrees'); 

    range = (range-1)/10 + 1; 

    hold off; 

A.4 Depth Feild 

%Thomas Stegeman 

%Calc world position from stereo correlation 

%20 Feb 2011 

  

clc; 

clear all; 

ny = [1024 640];%Vertical Pixels 

nx = [768 480];%Horizontal Pixels 

Phefov = 45;%90;%Vertical Feild of View (degrees) 

Thetafov = [45 90];%Horizontal Feild of View (degrees) 

h_fov = 140;%Average human FOV (degrees) 

h_macula = 15;%Average size of human macula (degrees) 

h_fovea = 4.5;%Average size of human fovea (degrees) 

h_foveola = 1;%Average size of human foveola (degrees) 

Phe = 90;%Imagers Up to Down (degrees) 

baseline = 0.12;%Distance between imagers (Meters) 

P1 = [-baseline/2 0 0];%Left imager location 

P2 = [baseline/2 0 0];%Right imager location 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

figure('OuterPosition',[scrsz(1) scrsz(2) scrsz(3)/2 scrsz(4)]); 

for res = 1:2 

    for fov = 1:2 

        subplot(2,2,((res-1)*2+fov)) 

        scatter(P1(1),P1(2),10,'blue'); 

        xlabel('L to R (Meters)'); 

        ylabel('Depth (Meters)'); 

        title({['Variable Imaging Vectors'] ['Res: ' num2str(ny(res)) 'x' num2str(nx(res))] ['FOV: ' 

num2str(Thetafov(fov)) ' degrees']}); 

        hold on; 

        view(0,90); 

        scatter(P2(1),P2(2),10,'red'); 

         

        Thetalook = [(Thetafov(fov)/2):0.075:(Thetafov(fov)/2)+0.075 89.925:0.075:90.075 180-

(Thetafov(fov)/2)-0.075:0.075:180-(Thetafov(fov)/2)];%[(Thetafov(fov)/2) 90 180-(Thetafov(fov)/2)]; 
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        index_look = length(Thetalook); 

        for look1 = 1:index_look 

            Theta1 = Thetalook(look1);%Left imager Right to Left (degrees) 

            for look2 = 1:index_look 

                Theta2 = Thetalook(look2);%Right imager Right to Left (degrees) 

                if(abs(Theta2-Theta1)<3) 

                    rangeTheta1 = Theta1-(Thetafov(fov)/2) : Thetafov(fov)/nx(res) : Theta1+(Thetafov(fov)/2); 

                    rangeTheta2 = Theta2-(Thetafov(fov)/2) : Thetafov(fov)/nx(res) : Theta2+(Thetafov(fov)/2); 

                    index_theta = length(rangeTheta1); 

                    %Sequence through each pixel 

                    for Theta1s = [1:10 ((index_theta-1)/4)-5:((index_theta-1)/4)+5 ((index_theta-1)/2)-

5:((index_theta-1)/2)+5 (3*(index_theta-1)/4)-5:(3*(index_theta-1)/4)+5 (index_theta-10):index_theta] 

                        for Theta2s = fliplr([1:10 ((index_theta-1)/4)-5:((index_theta-1)/4)+5 ((index_theta-1)/2)-

5:((index_theta-1)/2)+5 (3*(index_theta-1)/4)-5:(3*(index_theta-1)/4)+5 (index_theta-10):index_theta]) 

                            if ((rangeTheta2(Theta2s)-rangeTheta1(Theta1s))>0) 

                                y = baseline/(cot((rangeTheta1(Theta1s))*(pi/180))-

cot((rangeTheta2(Theta2s))*(pi/180))); 

                                Bprime = y/tan(rangeTheta1(Theta1s)*(pi/180)); 

                                x = P1(1)+Bprime; 

                                scatter(x,y,4,'blue','+'); 

                            else 

                                break 

                            end 

                        end 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

        end 

        drawnow; 

        hold off; 

    end 

end 

A.5 Stereo Video from Robot 

% Thomas Stegeman 

% Code to interface with SVS board and process video 

 

clc; 

clear all; 

matlabpool open local 2 

svs = '169.254.0.10'; 

left = 10001; 

right = 10002; 

addPath('C:\Users\Steg\Documents\School\Masters\Project\Matlab\DisparityTest\toolbox_calib'); 

addSurveyorJavaPath; 

tankLeft = initializeRobot(svs,left); 

tankRight = initializeRobot(svs,right); 

%0=smallest, 3=largest 

res = 2; 

tankLeft.setImageResolution(res); 

tankRight.setImageResolution(res); 

%1=best, 8=lowest 

quality = 1; 

tankLeft.set_image_quality(quality); 

tankRight.set_image_quality(quality); 
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%0=off, 1=on 

caption = 0; 

tankLeft.set_image_caption(caption); 

tankRight.set_image_caption(caption); 

disp('Time to get image'); 

tic 

oldLeft = get_srv_image(tankLeft); 

oldRight = get_srv_image(tankRight); 

toc 

[ny nx nd] = size(oldLeft); 

scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 

frames = 0; 

disp('Time to correct image'); 

tic 

parfor depth = 1:nd 

    oldLeft(:,:,depth) = undistort_image(oldLeft(:,:,depth),nx,ny,left); 

    oldRight(:,:,depth) = undistort_image(oldRight(:,:,depth),nx,ny,right); 

end 

toc 

figure('OuterPosition',[scrsz(1) scrsz(2) scrsz(3) scrsz(4)]); 

disp('Time to disp next frame with aquire and convert'); 

while(frames<5) 

    tic 

    newLeft = get_srv_image(tankLeft); 

    newRight = get_srv_image(tankRight); 

    parfor depth = 1:nd 

        newLeft(:,:,depth) = undistort_image(newLeft(:,:,depth),nx,ny,left); 

        newRight(:,:,depth) = undistort_image(newRight(:,:,depth),nx,ny,right); 

    end 

    diffLeft = imabsdiff(oldLeft,newLeft); 

    diffRight = imabsdiff(oldRight,newRight); 

    subplot(2,2,1),subimage(newLeft); 

    subplot(2,2,2),subimage(newRight); 

    subplot(2,2,3),subimage(diffLeft); 

    subplot(2,2,4),subimage(diffRight); 

    frames = frames + 1; 

    oldLeft = newLeft; 

    oldRight = newRight; 

    drawnow; 

    toc 

end 

% path = 'C:\Users\Steg\Documents\School\Masters\Project\Matlab\DisparityTest\'; 

% Lname = [path 'Lefttest.jpg']; 

% Rname = [path 'Righttest.jpg']; 

% imwrite(newLeft,Lname); 

% imwrite(newRight,Rname); 

  

shutdownRobot(tankLeft); 

shutdownRobot(tankRight); 

matlabpool close; 

A.6 addSurveyorJavaPath.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

function addSurveyorJavaPath() 
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    p = javaclasspath; 

    for i=1:length(p) 

        c = p(i); 

        if strcmp(c{1}, 'Java') 

            return; 

        end 

    end 

    javaaddpath('Java'); 

 

A.7 Java Interface 

// Source code from 

// http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

// Modified to allow stereo video feed 

// Thomas Stegeman 

//  

  

import java.io.*; 

import java.net.*; 

import java.awt.image.*; 

import javax.imageio.*; 

  

class Surveyor 

{ 

    private Socket sock; 

    private OutputStreamWriter writer; 

    private DataOutputStream byteWriter; 

    private DataInputStream byteReader; 

    private String ip; 

    private int port; 

     

    // Connect to a Surveyor robot at the given IP address. 

    public Surveyor(String ip, int port) throws IOException 

    { 

        this.ip = ip; 

        //Added port to allow stereo video 

        this.port = port; 

        this.initialize(); 

    } 

     

    private void initialize() throws IOException 

    { 

        this.sock = new Socket(this.ip, this.port); 

        this.sock.setTcpNoDelay(true); 

        this.sock.setSoTimeout(5000); 

        this.writer = new OutputStreamWriter(this.sock.getOutputStream(), "US-ASCII"); 

        this.byteWriter = new DataOutputStream(this.sock.getOutputStream()); 

        this.byteReader = new DataInputStream(this.sock.getInputStream()); 

    } 

  

    // Close the network connection to the robot. It is very important 

    // that this method is called, or else one has to reset the Surveyor 

    // if the connection doesn't time out on its end in an acceptable 

    // time frame. 
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    public void shutdown() throws IOException 

    { 

        this.writer.close(); 

        this.byteWriter.close(); 

        this.byteReader.close(); 

        this.sock.close(); 

    } 

     

    public void reset() throws IOException 

    { 

        this.shutdown(); 

        this.initialize(); 

    } 

  

    // Get the Surveyor firmware version string. 

    public String get_version() throws IOException 

    { 

        BufferedReader br = 

            new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(this.sock.getInputStream())); 

        this.writer.write("V"); 

        this.writer.flush(); 

        return br.readLine(); 

    } 

  

    // Set the Surveyor's camera capture resolution. 

    // res = 0 -> 160x128 (80x64 on old model) 

    // res = 1 -> 320x256 (160x128 on old model) 

    // res = 2 -> 640x512 (320x240 on old model) 

    // res = 3 -> 1280x1024 (640x480 on old model) 

    public void set_resolution(int res) throws IOException, Exception 

    { 

        switch(res) 

        { 

            case 0: 

                this.writer.write("a"); 

                break; 

            case 1: 

                this.writer.write("b"); 

                break; 

            case 2: 

                this.writer.write("c"); 

                break; 

            case 3: 

                this.writer.write("A"); 

                break; 

            default: 

                throw new Exception("Supplied resolution must be in the range [0-3]!"); 

        } 

        this.writer.flush(); 

        get_echo_response(); 

    } 

  

    // Helper method to consume the two byte echo responses the 

    // Surveyor gives to some commands. 

    private void get_echo_response() throws Exception 

    { 
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        byte[] response = new byte[2]; 

        int bytes_read = 0; 

        int num_retries = 0; 

        try 

        { 

            while(bytes_read < 2) 

            { 

                int c = this.byteReader.read(response, 0, 2); 

                if(c > 0) 

                    bytes_read += c; 

                else 

                    throw new Exception("Didn't receive expected response from robot!"); 

            } 

        } 

        catch(SocketTimeoutException tex) 

        { 

            bytes_read = 0; 

            num_retries++; 

            if(num_retries > 10) 

                throw new Exception("Read command return timed out."); 

        } 

        response = null; 

    } 

  

    // Helper function to convert signed bytes into signed integers 

    // so that we can have the full range of unsigned bytes [0-255] 

    private int unsign(byte b) 

    { 

        return (int)(b & 255); 

    } 

  

    // Helper function to convert signed integers into signed bytes 

    // so that we always send the correct unsigned byte values to the robot 

    private byte convert_to_byte(int b) 

    { 

        return (byte) Math.max(0, Math.min(255, b)); 

    } 

  

    // Helper method that will discard any pending input bytes. 

    private void discard_input() throws IOException 

    { 

        if(this.byteReader.available() > 0) 

        { 

            // If there's any junk in there, clear it out. 

            int av = this.byteReader.available(); 

            byte[] buffer = new byte[256]; 

            while(av > 0) 

            { 

                this.byteReader.read(buffer, 0, buffer.length > av ? av : buffer.length); 

                av = this.byteReader.available(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

  

    // Helper method that turns signed integers into 2's complement hex 

    // values. 
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    private byte convert_to_2sComplementHex(int value) 

    { 

        byte result=0; 

        if (value < 0) 

            result = (byte) (Math.max(-128, value)+256); 

        else 

            result = (byte) Math.min(value, 127); 

        return result; 

    } 

     

    // Public interface for getting a JPEG image. Sometimes the Surveyor  

    // will not return an image; this function loops until it does. 

    public int[] get_image() throws IOException, Exception 

    { 

        int[] img; 

        while(true) 

        { 

            img = get_image_maybe(); 

            if(img.length > 0) 

                break; 

        } 

        return img; 

    } 

  

    // Internal function for trying to get an image. Will sometimes  

    // fail and return a zero-length array. 

    public int[] get_image_maybe() throws IOException, Exception 

    { 

        int bytes_read = 0; 

        byte[] header = new byte[10]; 

  

        // Try to get an image a few times because sometimes the camera 

        // is busy and the robot will not respond. 

        while(true) 

        { 

            this.discard_input(); 

            this.writer.write("I"); 

            this.writer.flush(); 

            try 

            { 

                while(bytes_read < 10) 

                { 

                    int c = this.byteReader.read(header, bytes_read, 10 - bytes_read); 

                    if(c > 0) 

                        bytes_read += c; 

                    else 

                        throw new Exception("No image ready!"); 

                } 

                break; 

            } 

            catch(SocketTimeoutException tex) 

            { 

                System.out.println("Got timeout reading image header"); 

                return new int[0]; 

            } 

        } 
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        // The first five bytes of the header should be "##IMJ" 

        if(header[0] != 35 || header[1] != 35 || header [2] != 73 ||  

           header[3] != 77 || header[4] != 74) 

           return new int[0]; 

  

        char frame_size = (char)header[5]; 

        // Note that Java only has signed numeric types, so our bytes, 

        // which are traditional unsigned bytes, must be converted into 

        // signed integers to get the expected range. 

        int num_bytes = unsign(header[6]) + 256*unsign(header[7]) + 

                        65536*unsign(header[8]) + 16777216*unsign(header[9]); 

        if(num_bytes < 100 || num_bytes > 3932160) 

            return new int[0]; // Impossible size 

        header = null; 

        byte[] img = new byte[num_bytes]; 

        bytes_read = 0; 

        while(bytes_read < num_bytes) 

        { 

            try 

            { 

                int num = 4096 > (num_bytes - bytes_read) ? (num_bytes - bytes_read) : 4096; 

                int c = this.byteReader.read(img, bytes_read, num); 

                if(c > 0) 

                    bytes_read += c; 

                else 

                    throw new Exception("No image read!"); 

            } 

            catch(SocketTimeoutException tex) 

            { 

                System.out.println("Got timeout reading image bytes"); 

                return new int[0]; 

            } 

        } 

  

        // Save the image we downloaded to a temporary file 

        // FileOutputStream strmout = new FileOutputStream("temp.jpg"); 

        // strmout.write(img); 

        // strmout.close(); 

         

        // Convert the JPEG into BGR values 

        ByteArrayInputStream bais = new ByteArrayInputStream(img); 

        BufferedImage bimg = ImageIO.read(bais); 

        int width = bimg.getWidth(); 

        int[] pixels = bimg.getRGB(0, 0, bimg.getWidth(), bimg.getHeight(), null, 0, bimg.getWidth()); 

        int[] bgr = new int[pixels.length * 3]; 

        int pix; 

        for(int i = 0, i3 = 0; i < pixels.length; i++) 

        { 

            pix = pixels[i]; 

            bgr[i3++] = pix & 255; 

            bgr[i3++] = (pix >> 8) & 255; 

            bgr[i3++] = (pix >> 16) & 255; 

        } 

        bais.close(); 

        img = null; 

        pixels = null; 
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        return bgr; 

    } 

  

    // Sends drive commands to the connected Surveyor 

    public void send_motorCommand(int left_motor, int right_motor, int duration) throws IOException, 

Exception 

    { 

        byte[] motorCommand = new byte[4]; 

        motorCommand[0]=77; // 'M' 

        motorCommand[1]=convert_to_2sComplementHex(left_motor); 

        motorCommand[2]=convert_to_2sComplementHex(right_motor); 

        motorCommand[3]=convert_to_byte(duration); 

        this.byteWriter.write(motorCommand); 

        this.byteWriter.flush(); 

        this.get_echo_response(); 

        motorCommand = null; 

    } 

  

    // Send command to turn on/off the lasers. 

    public void set_lasers(boolean flag) throws IOException, Exception 

    { 

        if(flag) 

            this.writer.write("l"); // lasers on 

        else 

            this.writer.write("L"); // lasers off 

  

        this.writer.flush(); 

        this.get_echo_response(); 

    } 

  

    // Send command to turn on/off image caption overlay. 

    public void set_image_caption(boolean flag) throws IOException, Exception 

    { 

        if(flag) 

            this.writer.write("o"); // caption on 

        else 

            this.writer.write("O"); //caption off 

  

        this.writer.flush(); 

        this.get_echo_response(); 

    } 

  

    // Send command to set JPEG quality between 1-8. 1 is highest, 8 is lowest 

    public void set_image_quality(int q) throws IOException, Exception 

    { 

        BufferedReader br = 

            new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(this.sock.getInputStream())); 

        byte[] imageQuality = new byte[2]; 

        imageQuality[0]=113; // 'q' in ascii 

        imageQuality[1]=(byte) Math.max(1, Math.min(8, q)); 

        this.byteWriter.write(imageQuality); 

        this.byteWriter.flush(); 

        br.readLine(); 

    } 

} 
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A.8 initializeRobot.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% rob = initializeRobot(robot_ip) 

% This function establishes the connection with the desired robot 

% rob - java class object 

% robot_ip - (string) robot's ip address 

function rob = initializeRobot(robot_ip, camera_port)%, robot_port) 

    % Make sure our Java directory is on the dynamic javaclasspath 

    % Note that [clear java] will force classes on the dynamic path  

    % to be reloaded. 

    rob = Surveyor(robot_ip,camera_port); 

    rob.get_version() 

A.9 setImageResolution.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% outRes = setImageResolution(robot,res) 

% This function sets the resolution of the image that is sent from the 

% robot 

% outRes - new resolution 

% robot - java class object for the desired robot (use 

% initialize_robot(robot_ip) to set robot) 

% res - 0 for 160x128 (80x64 on old model) 

%     - 1 for 320x256 (160x128 on old model) 

%     - 2 for 640x512 (320x240 on old model) 

%     - 3 for 1280x1024 (640x480 on old model) 

function outRes = setImageResolution(robot,res) 

    robot.set_resolution(res); 

    outRes=res; 

A.10 setImageQuality.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% out = setImageQuality(robot,q) 

% This function sets the JPEG quality between 1-8.  1-highest, 8-lowest 

% out - quality set 

% robot - java class object for the desired robot (use 

% initialize_robot(robot_ip) to get robot) 

% q - any number between 1 and 8. 

function out = setImageQuality(robot,q) 

    robot.set_image_quality(q); 

    out=q; 

A.11 setImageCaption.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% out = setImageCaption(robot,flag) 

% This function turns the captions on the images on/off.  The captions 

% simply states the frame number since the robot was initialized 

% out - 1 for on, 0 for off 
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% robot - java class object for the desired robot (use 

% initialize_robot(robot_ip) to get robot) 

% flag - 0 for off 

%      - 1 for on 

function out = setImageCaption(robot,flag) 

    robot.set_image_caption(flag); 

    out=flag; 

A.12 get_srv_image.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% img = getImage(robot) 

% This function returns an image from the SRV1s camera 

% img - image from the robot in RGB 

% robot - java class object for the desired robot (use 

% initialize_robot(robot_ip) to set robot) 

% See set_resolution(robot,res), set_imageCaption(robot,flag) 

function img = get_srv_image(surveyor) 

    data = surveyor.get_image(); 

    width = 0; 

    height = 0; 

    if length(data) == 160*120*3 

        width = 160; 

        height = 120; 

    elseif length(data) == 320*240*3 

        width = 320; 

        height = 240; 

    elseif length(data) == 640*480*3 

        width = 640; 

        height = 480; 

    elseif length(data) == 1280*1024*3 

        width = 1280; 

        height = 1024; 

    end 

    img = zeros(height, width, 3, 'uint8'); 

    temp = reshape(data, 3, width, height); 

    img(:,:,1) = reshape(temp(3,:,:), width, height)'; 

    img(:,:,2) = reshape(temp(2,:,:), width, height)'; 

    img(:,:,3) = reshape(temp(1,:,:), width, height)'; 

A.13 getImage.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% img = getImage(robot) 

% This function returns an image from the SRV1s camera 

% img - image from the robot in RGB 

% robot - java class object for the desired robot (use 

% initialize_robot(robot_ip) to set robot) 

% See set_resolution(robot,res), set_imageCaption(robot,flag) 

function img = getImage(robot) 

    robot.get_image(); 

    img = imread('temp.jpg'); 
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A.14 shutdownRobot.m Function 

% Source code from 

% http://robotics.mem.drexel.edu/SRV1code/index.html 

% rob = shutdownRobot(robot) 

% This function closes the connection with the desired robot 

% robot - java class object for the desired robot (use 

% initialize_robot(robot_ip) to set robot) 

function shutdownRobot(robot) 

    robot.shutdown(); 

A.15 undistort_image.m Function 

%Thomas Stegeman 

%Image lens correction 

%From: 

%http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/index.html#parameters 

%Changed from original file with same name in directory 

%C:\Users\Steg\Documents\School\Masters\Project\Matlab\DisparityTest 

%11 Feb 2011 

function I2 = undistort_image(ima_name,nx,ny,side) 

%Values from complete distortion model 

if (side == 10001)%Left values 

    fc = [612.1348; 606.9122];%Focal Length 

    cc = [336.3404; 231.3909];%Principal Point 

    kc = [-0.3788; 0.1417; -0.0005; 0.0017];%Radial coefficients 

    alpha_c = 0;%Skew??? 

else%Right values 

    fc = [593.0789; 590.9658];%Focal Length 

    cc = [296.6338; 268.9477];%Principal Point 

    kc = [-0.3621; 0.1221; 0.0004; -0.0023];%Radial coefficients 

    alpha_c = 0;%Skew??? 

end 

KK = [fc(1) alpha_c*fc(1) cc(1);0 fc(2) cc(2) ; 0 0 1]; 

%%% Compute the new KK matrix to fit as much data in the image (in order to 

%%% accomodate large distortions: 

r2_extreme = (nx^2/(4*fc(1)^2) + ny^2/(4*fc(2)^2)); 

dist_amount = 1; %(1+kc(1)*r2_extreme + kc(2)*r2_extreme^2); 

fc_new = dist_amount * fc; 

KK_new = [fc_new(1) alpha_c*fc_new(1) cc(1); 

          0         fc_new(2)         cc(2); 

          0         0                 1]; 

  

I = double(ima_name); 

if size(I,3)>1, 

    I = I(:,:,2); 

end;  

if (size(I,1)>ny)||(size(I,2)>nx), 

    I = I(1:ny,1:nx); 

end;  

I2 = rect(I,eye(3),fc,cc,kc,alpha_c,KK_new); 

A.16 Robot Basestation 

/*Drive Trans 
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This is the transmitter code that will send the two bytes from the 

ATD module.  The module is converting two voltage values from a two- 

axis joystick to remotely control the robot. 

Thomas Stegeman 

23 Jan 2011*/ 

 

/*Completed implementation of SCI module for wireless control. 

Thomas Stegeman 

25 Jan 2011*/ 

 

/*Recieved notice from Freescale that will be providing me with a full 

lisenced version of CW as a donation, can't wait! 

Thomas Stegeman 

26 Jan 2011*/ 

 

#include <hidef.h>                            // Common defines and macros 

#include "MC9S12C128.h"                       // Header file with variable union and struct assignments 

#pragma LINK_INFO DERIVATIVE "mc9s12c128"     //Linker info 

 

//Global variables 

byte volatile garbage = 0;                    //Variable to clear register values 

 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Subroutines 

void SCIinit(void); 

byte SCI_rec(void); 

void SCI_trans_byte(byte data); 

void SCI_trans(byte *command); 

void ATDinit(void); 

void Timerinit(void); 

byte bound_test(byte input); 

byte  max(byte x,byte y); 

byte  min(byte x,byte y); 

int   minInt(int x,int y); 

byte  truth(byte p1, byte p2, byte s1, byte s2, byte input); 

//void RX_TX(void); 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Main program structure 

void main(void){ 

  DisableInterrupts; 

  Timerinit(); 

  ATDinit(); 

  SCIinit(); 

  byte index = 0;                           //Variable used for looping 

  byte command[] = {0xFF,0,0};                 //Initialize variables for {LeftMtr, RightMtr} conversion value 

  //byte battery = 0;                         //Robot battery level 

  float volatile ediv2 = 0;                     //Variable used for weighted averaging 

  float volatile ediv3 = 0;                     //Variable used for weighted averaging 

  unsigned int volatile total = 0;              //Variable used for weighted averaging 

  byte leftMtr[5] = {0,0,0,0,0};                //Initialize variables for rule evaluation values 

  byte rightMtr[5] = {0,0,0,0,0};               //Initialize variables for rule evaluation values 

  byte const singleton[5] = {1,4,7,10,13};   //Initialize variables for singleton values 

  byte const lowTrap[4] = {0,101,0,3};          //Initialize variables for low trapezoid. 

  byte const centerTrap[4] = {16,239,3,3};      //Initialize variables for center trapezoid. 
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  byte const highTrap[4] = {154,255,3,0};       //Initialize variables for high trapezoid. 

  byte foreAftFuzzyIn[3] = {0,0,0};             //Initialize variables for foreAft truth values 

  byte leftRightFuzzyIn[3] = {0,0,0};           //Initialize variables for leftRight truth values 

  DDRB = 0xF0;                              //Port B input/output 

                                              //Bits 0-3 input(SLK dips) 

                                              //Bits 4-7 output(SLK LEDs) 

  DDRA = 0xFF;                              //Port A input/output 

                                              //Bits 0-7 output(Project board LEDs) 

                                              //Pins[55 53 51 49 47 45 43 41] on SLK 

  DDRS = 0x0E;                              //Port S input/output 

                                              //Bit0 SCI RX 

                                              //Bit1 SCI TX 

                                              //Bits 2-3 input 

                                                //Turn on/off RF chips 

  SCICR2_RE = 0;                            //SCI RX pin enable 

  PTS_PTS2 = 0;                             //Pin 38 of SLK to pwr RX chip 

  SCICR2_TE = 1;                            //SCI TX pin enable 

  PTS_PTS3 = 1;                             //Pin 40 of SLK to pwr TX chip 

  PUCR = 0x02;                              //Pull up resistors for Port B 

  unsigned int second = 0; 

  //Forever loop 

  for(;;){                                                                    

    if( ATDSTAT0_SCF==1 ){                  //Test to see if A/D conversions are complete 

      PORTB_BIT7 = TFLG1_C7F; 

      command[1] = bound_test(ATDDR0H);     //Forward/Reverse input 

                                              //Adjust conversion to SCI transmit range 

      command[2] = bound_test(ATDDR1H);     //Left/Right input 

                                              //Stores conversion and resets SCF flag 

       

      //Display selection 

      if(!PORTB_BIT3&&!PORTB_BIT2) 

        PORTA = command[1]; 

      else if(PORTB_BIT3&&!PORTB_BIT2) 

        PORTA = command[2]; 

      //end display selection 

       

      //Sets all the truth values based on trapezoids                                                                   

      foreAftFuzzyIn[0] = truth(lowTrap[0],lowTrap[1],lowTrap[2],lowTrap[3],command[1]); 

      foreAftFuzzyIn[1] = truth(centerTrap[0],centerTrap[1],centerTrap[2],centerTrap[3],command[1]); 

      foreAftFuzzyIn[2] = truth(highTrap[0],highTrap[1],highTrap[2],highTrap[3],command[1]); 

      leftRightFuzzyIn[0] = truth(lowTrap[0],lowTrap[1],lowTrap[2],lowTrap[3],command[2]); 

      leftRightFuzzyIn[1] = truth(centerTrap[0],centerTrap[1],centerTrap[2],centerTrap[3],command[2]); 

      leftRightFuzzyIn[2] = truth(highTrap[0],highTrap[1],highTrap[2],highTrap[3],command[2]); 

                                                    //Rule evaluation list 

                                                    //    low is aft or left 

                                                    //    high is fore or right 

                                                     

                                                    //    foreAft leftRight = leftMtr   rightMtr 

                                                                   

                                                    //    low     low       = 1revMed   0rev      

                                                    //    low     center    = 0rev      0rev 

                                                    //    low     high      = 0rev      1revMed 

                                                    //    center  low       = 1revMed   3foreMed 

                                                    //    center  center    = 2stop     2stop 

                                                    //    center  high      = 3foreMed  1revMed 

                                                    //    high    low       = 3foreMed  4fore 
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                                                    //    high    center    = 4fore     4fore 

                                                    //    high    high      = 4fore     3foreMed 

      //Performs all rule evaluations                                                                 

      leftMtr[1] =                min(foreAftFuzzyIn[0],leftRightFuzzyIn[0]); 

      leftMtr[0] =                min(foreAftFuzzyIn[0],leftRightFuzzyIn[1]); 

      leftMtr[0] = max(leftMtr[0],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[0],leftRightFuzzyIn[2])); 

      leftMtr[1] = max(leftMtr[1],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[1],leftRightFuzzyIn[0])); 

      leftMtr[2] =                min(foreAftFuzzyIn[1],leftRightFuzzyIn[1]); 

      leftMtr[3] =                min(foreAftFuzzyIn[1],leftRightFuzzyIn[2]); 

      leftMtr[3] = max(leftMtr[3],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[2],leftRightFuzzyIn[0])); 

      leftMtr[4] =                min(foreAftFuzzyIn[2],leftRightFuzzyIn[1]); 

      leftMtr[4] = max(leftMtr[4],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[2],leftRightFuzzyIn[2])); 

      rightMtr[0] =                 min(foreAftFuzzyIn[0],leftRightFuzzyIn[0]); 

      rightMtr[0] = max(rightMtr[0],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[0],leftRightFuzzyIn[1])); 

      rightMtr[1] =                 min(foreAftFuzzyIn[0],leftRightFuzzyIn[2]); 

      rightMtr[3] =                 min(foreAftFuzzyIn[1],leftRightFuzzyIn[0]); 

      rightMtr[2] =                 min(foreAftFuzzyIn[1],leftRightFuzzyIn[1]); 

      rightMtr[1] = max(rightMtr[1],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[1],leftRightFuzzyIn[2])); 

      rightMtr[4] =                 min(foreAftFuzzyIn[2],leftRightFuzzyIn[0]); 

      rightMtr[4] = max(rightMtr[4],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[2],leftRightFuzzyIn[1])); 

      rightMtr[3] = max(rightMtr[3],min(foreAftFuzzyIn[2],leftRightFuzzyIn[2])); 

       

      //Evaluates rule evaluations against singleton values 

      ediv3 = 0; 

      total = 0; 

      for (index=0 ; index<5 ; index++) 

        total = total + leftMtr[index]; 

      for (index=0 ; index<5 ; index++) 

        ediv3 = ediv3 + leftMtr[index]*singleton[index]/total; 

      ediv2 = 0; 

      total = 0; 

      for (index=0 ; index<5 ; index++) 

        total = total + rightMtr[index]; 

      for (index=0 ; index<5 ; index++) 

        ediv2 = ediv2 + rightMtr[index]*singleton[index]/total; 

       

      //Scales ediv results to range of servo inputs 

      command[2] = int(ediv2);//Right Motors Pin 30 of SLK 

      command[1] = int(ediv3);//Left Motors Pin 32 of SLK 

     

       

      command[1] = (command[1]*16) + command[2]; 

      command[2] = 0xFF;       

       

      //SCI_trans(command);                 //Transmit conversions 

      SCI_trans_byte(command[1]);                 //Flush buffer 

       

           

    }//end conversion complete test 

     

  }// loop forever 

   

}//end main 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

/*void RX_TX(void){ 
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  SCICR2_RE = !SCICR2_RE; 

  PTS_PTS2 = !PTS_PTS2;//Pin 38 of SLK to pwr RX chip 

  SCICR2_TE = !SCICR2_TE; 

  PTS_PTS3 = !PTS_PTS3;//Pin 40 of SLK to pwr TX chip 

}*/ 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Tests TX data to exclude 'null' and 'UniqueID' 

byte bound_test(byte input){ 

  if(input>0xFE)            //Test for the UniqueID in SCI 

    return 0xFE;              //Set to maximum 

  else if (input<0x01)      //Test for 0, Parallax chip doesn't like it 

    return 0x01;              //Set to minimum 

  else 

    return input; 

}//test for boundries 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void SCIinit(void){ 

  SCICR1 = 0x00;                            //Load pattern for SCI control register 1 

                                              //Loop operation disabled 

                                              //Wait mode disabled 

                                              //RX internally connected to TX 

                                              //1 start, 8 data, 1 stop 

                                              //Idle line wake-up 

                                              //Idle starts after start bit 

                                              //Parity disabled 

                                              //Even parity 

  SCICR2 = 0x00;                            //Load pattern for SCI control register 2 

                                              //Transmitter Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Transmission Complete Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Reciever Full Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Idle line Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Transmitter disabled 

                                              //Reciever disabled 

                                              //Reciever Wake-up (SCI) 

                                              //Send Break (No break) 

  SCIBD = 0x0008;                           //15625 Baud rate 

}//SCI initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Transmit one byte of data 

void SCI_trans_byte(byte data){//Pin 5 of SLK for TX data 

  //PTS_PTS3 = 1;                //Pin 40 of SLK to pwr TX chip 

  while (!SCISR1_TDRE);        //Wait for transmit complete bit 

  SCIDRL = data;               //Load TX shift register 

  //PTS_PTS3 = 0;                //Pin 40 of SLK to pwr down TX chip 

} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Trasmit multiple bytes of sequential data 

void SCI_trans(byte *command){ 

  while(*command){            //Looks for end of data 

    SCI_trans_byte(*command); //Transmit one byte 

    command++;                //Look at next byte of data 

  } 
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} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Recieve one byte of data 

byte SCI_rec(void){//Pin 7 of SLK for RX data 

  while (!SCISR1_RDRF); 

  if(!SCISR1_NF && !SCISR1_FE)//Error checking 

                                //No Noise flag 

                                //No Framing flag 

    return SCIDRL;            //Returns good data 

  else{ 

    garbage = SCIDRL;         //Clears flags 

    return 0xFF;              //Returns error code(UniqueID) 

  } 

} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void ATDinit(void){ 

  ATDCTL2 = 0xC0;                           //Load pattern for A/D control register 2 

                                              //Power on 

                                              //Fast Flag Clearing 

  TSCR1_TEN = 1;                            //Enable timer 

  while (!TFLG1_C7F);                       //Loops unitl Timer flag is set 

  garbage = (TC7 & 0x00FF);                 //Resets flag 

  TC7 = 65535;                              //Set timer channel 7 for max clocks 

                                              //~262ms 

                                                //Robot battery level request min timeer          

   

  ATDCTL3 = 0x10;                           //Load pattern for A/D control register 3 

                                              //2 conversions 

  ATDCTL4 = 0xE0;                           //Load pattern for A/D control register 4 

                                              //8-bit resolution 

                                              //16 clocks per conversion 

  ATDCTL5 = 0x36;                           //Load pattern for A/D control register 5 

                                              //Left justified 

                                              //unsigned 

                                              //scan 

                                              //multi 

                                              //start at channel 6 

                                                //Channel 0 is pin 18 of SLK 

                                                //Channel 1 is pin 20 of SLK 

                                                //Channel 2 is pin 22 of SLK 

                                                //Channel 3 is pin 24 of SLK 

                                                //Channel 4 is pin 16 of SLK 

                                                //Channel 5 is pin 14 of SLK 

                                                //Channel 6 is pin 12 of SLK //Forward/Reverse input 

                                                //Channel 7 is pin 10 of SLK //Left/Right input 

}//ATD initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void Timerinit(void){ 

  TSCR1 = 0x10;                             //Load pattern for Timer system control register 1 

                                              //Timer disabled 

                                              //No stop in wait mode 

                                              //No stop in freeze mode 

                                              //Fast flag clearing 
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  TSCR2 = 0x0B;                             //Load pattern for Timer system control register 2 

                                              //Overflow interrupt disabled 

                                              //Counter reset enabled 

                                              //Bus clock divide by 8 

                                                //250kHz 

  TIOS = 0x80;                              //Load pattern for Timer Input cature/Output compare 

                                              //Channel 7 is output compare 

  TC7 = 5;                                  //Set timer channel 7 for 5 clocks 

                                              //20us 

                                                //ATD module has 20u second requirement after power on 

  TIE = 0x00;                               //Load pattern for Timer interrupt enable register 

                                              //All disabled 

  TCTL1 = 0xC0;                             //Load pattern for Timer control register 1 

                                              //On overflow channel 7 is set                                                 

}//Timer initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Function created to evaluate the maximum value of two bytes 

byte max(byte x,byte y){  //Note: (less than) and (less than or equal to) choice can greatly 

                            //affect code length. Since the actual value is of importance and 

                            //not the input location the latter is chosen to reduce algorithm. 

  if (x>=y)               //Test to see if first input is greater than third 

    return x;               //Returns first input to point of function call 

  else return y;          //Returns second input to point of function call   

}//End max function 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Function created to evaluate the minimum value of two bytes 

byte min(byte x,byte y){  //Note: (less than) and (less than or equal to) choice can greatly 

                            //affect code length. Since the actual value is of importance and 

                            //not the input location the latter is chosen to reduce algorithm. 

  if (x<=y)               //Test to see if first input is less than second 

    return x;               //Returns first input to point of function call 

  else return y;          //Returns second input to piont of function call 

}//End min function 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Function created to evaluate the minimum value of two integers 

int minInt(int x,int y){  //Note: (less than) and (less than or equal to) choice can greatly 

                            //affect code length. Since the actual value is of importance and 

                            //not the input location the latter is chosen to reduce algorithm. 

  if (x<=y)               //Test to see if first input is less than second 

    return x;               //Returns first input to point of function call 

  else return y;          //Returns second input to piont of function call 

}//End min function 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Function created to interpret truth values from a four point trapezoid format 

byte truth(byte p1, byte p2, byte s1, byte s2, byte input){                                                                      

  byte output = 0;                        //Variable used to return truth value 

  if(input>=p1 && p2>=input){             //Test to see if input is inside trapezoid 

    int output1 = 255;                    //Varables used to store value on slope 

    int output2 = output1; 

    if(s1!=0) 

      output1 = (input-p1)*s1;            //Sets a value for input intersecting slope 1 

    if(s2!=0) 
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      output2 = (p2-input)*s2;            //Sets a value for input intersecting slope 2 

     

    output = minInt(255,                  //Sets output to lowest value between max value(255) 

      minInt(output1,output2));   //slope 1, and slope 2  

  } 

  return output;                          //Returns output to point of function call 

}//End truth function 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

A.17 Robot Drive & Platform 

/*Drive Recieve 

This is the reciever code that will get the two bytes from the 

transmitter and use fuzzy logic to control the motors. 

Thomas Stegeman 

23 Jan 2011*/ 

 

/*Completed implementation of SCI module for wireless control. 

Thomas Stegeman 

25 Jan 2011*/ 

 

/*Recieved notice from Freescale that will be providing me with a full 

lisenced version of CW as a donation, can't wait!  This program will 

absorb the code from the leveling platform. 

Thomas Stegeman 

26 Jan 2011*/ 

 

/*Combined code from V2 of leveling platform project. 

Thomas Stegeman 

2 Feb 2011*/ 

 

#include <hidef.h>                          // Common defines and macros 

#include "MC9S12C128.h"                     // Header file with variable union and struct assignments 

#pragma LINK_INFO DERIVATIVE "mc9s12c128"   //Linker info 

 

//Global variables 

byte axis;                                  //Variable used for looping 

float pbias;                                //Bias pitch point for auto mode 

float rbias;                                //Bias roll point for auto mode 

const word period = 39928;                  //Initial period 

                                              //20ms  = 39928(adjusted with oscope) 

const word high = 3400;                     //Used to set high end duty cycle calibration 

                                              //2.1ms = 4250(adjusted with oscope) 

                                              //Value used is to just inside mechanical stop to achieve max travel 

const word center  = 3000;                  //Used to set center duty cycle calibration 

                                              //1.5ms = 3000(adjusted with oscope) 

                                              //Value used is from eyeballed fixture center 

const word low  = 2600;                     //Used to set low end duty cycle calibration 

                                              //0.9ms = 1800(adjusted with oscope) 

                                              //Value used is to just inside mechanical stop to achieve max travel 

byte volatile garbage = 0;                    //Variable to clear register values 

 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Subroutines 
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void  auto_servos(int pstep, int rstep);/*Might try "char"*/ 

float axis_acceleration(void); 

word  bound_test(word input); 

word  get_count(byte accel_reg); 

void  PWMinit(void); 

//void  RX_TX(void); 

void  SCIinit(void); 

byte  SCI_rec(void); 

void  SCI_trans(byte *command); 

void  SCI_trans_byte(byte data); 

void  SPIinit(void); 

byte  SPI_trans(byte val); 

void  Timerinit(void); 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Main program structure 

void main(void){ 

  DisableInterrupts; 

  Timerinit();                                  //Initialize Timer module 

  PWMinit();                                    //Initialize PWM module 

  SCIinit();                                    //Initialize SPI module 

  SPIinit();                                    //Initialize SPI module 

  const float glimit = 0.25f;                   //Used to set minimum g detection(LPF) 

  const byte filter = 3;                        //Used to smooth out servo step size 

  pbias = 0.0f;                                 //Bias pitch point for auto mode 

  rbias = 0.0f;                                 //Bias roll point for auto mode 

  int pstep = 0;                               //Used to control amount of pitch movement 

  int rstep = 0;                               //Used to control amount of roll movement 

  byte index = 0;                               //Variable used for looping 

  float gforce[] = {0.0f,0.0f,0.0f};            //Calculated G-forces 

                                                  //0 is X axis 

                                                  //1 is Y axis 

                                                  //2 is Z axis 

  byte volatile command[] = {119,7,7};        //Initialize variables for SCI reciever bytes 

                                                  //Unique bytes to sync data bytes 

                                                  //LeftMtr Fuzzy conversion 

                                                  //RightMtr Fuzzy conversion 

  DDRB = 0xF0;                                  //Port B input/output 

                                                  //Bits 0-3 input(SLK dips) 

                                                  //Bits 4-7 output(SLK LEDs) 

                                                    //7 is heartbeat LED4 on SLK 

                                                    //6 is output bias change LED3 on SLK 

                                                    //5 is output accelerometer on/off LED2 on SLK 

                                                    //4 is output accelerometer motion LED1 on SLK 

                                               

  DDRS = 0x0E;                                  //Port S input/output 

                                                  //Bit0 SCI RX 

                                                  //Bit1 SCI TX 

                                                  //Bits 2-3 output (on/off RF chips) 

                                                    //2 RX 

                                                    //3 TX 

  SCICR2_RE = 1;                                //SCI RX pin enable 

  PTS_PTS2 = 1;                                 //Pin 38 of SLK to pwr RX chip (off) 

  SCICR2_TE = 0;                                //SCI TX pin enable 

  PTS_PTS3 = 0;                                 //Pin 40 of SLK to pwr TX chip 

  PUCR = 0x02;                                  //Pull up resistors for Port B 
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  PORTB_BIT7 = 0; 

  PORTB_BIT6 = 0;                               //Initialize bias change indicator to on 

  PORTB_BIT5 = 1;                               //Initialize accelerometer to off 

  PORTB_BIT4 = 1;                               //Initialize motion LED to off 

  TC7 = 1250;                                   //Set timer channel 7 for 1250 clocks 

                                                  //5ms 

                                                    //Accelerometer module has 200 sample per second requirement 

   

  //Forever loop 

  for(;;){                                                                    

    PORTB_BIT7 = 1; 

    if(gforce[0] > (pbias + glimit))              //Test to see if x axis motion 

      pstep = int((gforce[0] - pbias));   //Set step size and direction 

    else if(gforce[0] < (pbias - glimit))         //Test to see if x axis motion 

      pstep = int((gforce[0] + pbias));   //Set step size and direction 

    else                                          //No x axis motion 

      pstep = 0;                                    //Set step size and direction 

    if(gforce[1] > (rbias + glimit))              //Test to see if y axis motion 

      rstep = int((gforce[1] - rbias));   //Set step size and direction 

    else if(gforce[1] < (rbias - glimit))         //Test to see if y axis motion 

      rstep = int((gforce[1] + rbias));   //Set step size and direction 

    else                                          //No y axis motion 

      rstep = 0;                                    //Set step size and direction 

    pstep = pstep/filter;                         //Filtering step size 

    rstep = rstep/filter;                         //Filtering step size 

    auto_servos(pstep,rstep);                     //Move servos according to step size and direction 

     

    for (axis=0 ; axis<3 ; axis++) 

      gforce[axis] = axis_acceleration();       //Interrogate accelerometer and calc G's 

    /* 

    //Recieve drive commands     

    do{                                         //Recieves data until no fault or UniqueID detected 

      command[0] = SCI_rec();                    //Forward/Reverse input 

      //command[1] = SCI_rec(); 

    }while((command[0]>221));// || (command[1]==0xFF) || (command[0]!=command[1]));//Fault detector 

    PORTB_BIT7 = 0; 

     

    //Update motor commands 

    command[1] = ((command[0] & 0xF0)/16) + 12; 

    command[2] = (command[0] & 0x0F) + 12; 

     

    PWMDTY2 = command[2];//Right Motors Pin 30 of SLK 

    PWMDTY3 = command[1];//Left Motors Pin 32 of SLK 

    */ 

  }//loop forever 

   

}//end main 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void auto_servos(int pstep, int rstep)/*Might try "char"*/ 

{ 

  word x = 0;                                 //Variable used for incrementing/decrementing duty cycle 

  if( pstep == 0 && rstep == 0)               //Test to see if no movement 

    PORTB_BIT4 = 1;                           //Turn off LED 

  else 

  { 
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    PORTB_BIT4 = 0;                           //Turn on LED 

    //Pitch input 

    x = (PWMDTY45 + pstep);                   //Steps the duty cycle for comparison 

    PWMDTY45 = bound_test(x);                 //Save step to PWM channel 

    //Roll input 

    x = (PWMDTY01 + rstep);                   //Steps the duty cycle for comparison 

    PWMDTY01 = bound_test(x);                 //Save step to PWM channel 

  } 

}//accelerometer servo control subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

float axis_acceleration(void) 

{ 

  //Developed from example code "HitachiH48C3AxisAccelerometer.pdf" 

  //Also referenced MCP3204/3208 datasheet from Microchip for SPI 

  //Routine for reading accelerometer 

  //To interogate accelerometer send 000110"axis" 

    //000 are just fill bits for the 8bit SPIDR register 

    //1 for start bit 

    //1 for single ended operation of the ATD chip 

    //0 is actually a don't care b/c there are only 4 ATD channels 

    //"axis" is where the analog inputs are connected to the ATD 

      //X axis is channel 00  

      //Y axis is channel 01  

      //Z axis is channel 10  

      //Ref    is channel 11  

  //Next series of words will contain 12bit channel conversion 

    //First High-Z then "null" bit and then as MSB then LSB 

    //high-z,null,11,10,9,8,7,6 

    //5,4,3,2,1,0,1,2 

    //3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 

    //11,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 

    //then repeating nulls until interrogated again 

  const float G_convert =0.242f;    //Constant used to convert ADC data to G-forces 

                                      //4095 for max voltage on 12bit ADC 

                                      //3.3V operational voltage 

                                      //0.333V = 1g output 

                                      //G = ((axis-vref)/4095)*(3.3/0.3663) 

                                      //G = (axis - vref)*G_convert 

                                      //G*100 to make output unit 0.01g 

  float gforce = 0.0f;              //Calculated G-forces 

  word refCount = 0;                //Refernce data from accelerometer 

  word axisCount = 0;               //Axis data from accelerometer 

                                      //0 is X axis 

                                      //1 is Y axis 

                                      //2 is Z axis 

  while (!TFLG1_C7F);               //Loops unitl Timer meets minimum time 

  TFLG1_C7F = 1;                    //Reset flag 

   

  //Get reference conversion 

  refCount = get_count(3);           //Get reference value 

   

  while (!TFLG1_C7F);               //Loops unitl Timer meets minimum time 

  TFLG1_C7F = 1;                    //Reset flag 

                                     

  //Get Axis conversion 
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  axisCount = get_count(axis);      //Get axis value 

   

  //calculate g-forces 

  if ( axisCount >= refCount )   

    gforce = (axisCount - refCount) * G_convert; 

  else 

    gforce = -((refCount - axisCount) * G_convert); 

  return gforce; 

}//axis acceleration subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

word bound_test(word input) 

{ 

  if(input>high)                  //Test for an overflow 

    return high;                  //Set to maximum 

  else if (input<low)             //Test for underflow 

    return low;                   //Set to minimum 

  else 

    return input;                 //Save step to PWM channel 

}//test for boundries 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

word get_count(byte accel_reg) 

{ 

  word Count = 0;                 //Count variable from accelerometer 

  SPICR2_BIDIROE = 1;             //Set pin for output 

  PORTB_BIT5 = 0;                 //Turn accelerometer on 

  (void)SPI_trans(accel_reg + 24);//Request axis 

  SPICR2_BIDIROE = 0;             //Set pin for input 

  Count = SPI_trans(0xFF) << 8;   //Save MSB data 

  Count += SPI_trans(0xFF);       //Save LSB data 

  PORTB_BIT5 = 1;                 //Turn accelerometer off 

  Count = (Count & 0x3FFC) >> 2;  //Save count 

                                    //upper and lower bits reset 

                                    //Shift right two 

  return Count;                   //Return value                        

} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void PWMinit(void){ 

  PWMPRCLK_PCKA = 0;                        //PWM clock A prescaler to divide by 1 

                                              //2MHz 

  PWMPRCLK_PCKB = 0;                        //PWM clock B prescaler to divide by 1 

                                              //2MHz 

  PWMSCLB = 80;                              //PWM clock SB prescaler to divide by 160 

                                              //12500Hz 

   

  PWMCTL_CON01  = 1;                        //Concatenate channel 0 and 1 for greater resolution 

  PWMCLK_PCLK1  = 0;                        //Assign clock A to channels 0 and 1 

  PWMPOL_PPOL1  = 1;                        //Polarity set high during duty cycle 

  PWMPER01 = period;                        //Initialize drive servo period, 20ms(50Hz) 

  PWMDTY01 = center;                        //Initialize roll servo duty cycle, 1.5ms(neutral) 

   

  PWMCTL_CON45 = 1;                         //Concatenate channel 4 and 5 for greater resolution 

  PWMCLK_PCLK5 = 0;                         //Assign clock A to channels 4 and 5 

  PWMPOL_PPOL5 = 1;                         //Polarity set high during duty cycle 
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  PWMPER45 = period;                        //Initialize pitch servo period 

  PWMDTY45 = center;                        //Initialize pitch servo duty cycle 

   

  PWMCTL_CON23 = 0;                         //Don't concatenate channel 2 and 3 

  PWMCLK_PCLK2 = 1;                         //Assign clock SB to channels 2 and 3 

  PWMCLK_PCLK3 = PWMCLK_PCLK2; 

  PWMPOL_PPOL2 = 1;                         //Polarity set high during duty cycle 

  PWMPOL_PPOL3 = PWMPOL_PPOL2; 

  PWMPER2 = 250;                            //Initialize drive motors period, 20ms(50Hz) 

  PWMPER3 = PWMPER2; 

  PWMDTY2 = 19;                             //Initialize drive motors duty cycle, 1.5ms(neutral) 

  PWMDTY3 = PWMDTY2; 

     

  PWME_PWME2 = 1;                           //Enable PWM channel 2 //Right Motors Pin 30 of SLK 

  PWME_PWME3 = 1;                           //Enable PWM channel 3 //Left Motors Pin 32 of SLK  

  PWME_PWME1 = 1;                           //Enable PWM channels 0 and 1 //Pin 11 of SLK 

  PWME_PWME5 = 1;                           //Enable PWM channels 4 and 5 //Pin 36 of SLK 

}//PWM initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

/*void RX_TX(void){ 

  SCICR2_RE = !SCICR2_RE; 

  PTS_PTS2 = !PTS_PTS2;//Pin 38 of SLK to pwr RX chip 

  SCICR2_TE = !SCICR2_TE; 

  PTS_PTS3 = !PTS_PTS3;//Pin 40 of SLK to pwr TX chip 

}*/ 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void SCIinit(void){ 

  SCICR1 = 0x00;                            //Load pattern for SCI control register 1 

                                              //Loop operation disabled 

                                              //Wait mode disabled 

                                              //RX internally connected to TX 

                                              //1 start, 8 data, 1 stop 

                                              //Idle line wake-up 

                                              //Idle starts after start bit 

                                              //Parity disabled 

                                              //Even parity 

  SCICR2 = 0x00;                            //Load pattern for SCI control register 2 

                                              //Transmitter Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Transmission Complete Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Reciever Full Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Idle line Interrupt disabled 

                                              //Transmitter disabled 

                                              //Reciever disabled 

                                              //Reciever Wake-up (SCI) 

                                              //Send Break (No break) 

  SCIBD = 0x0008;                           //15625 Baud rate 

}//SCI initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Recieve one byte of data 

byte SCI_rec(void){//Pin 7 of SLK for RX data 

  while (!SCISR1_RDRF); 

  if(!SCISR1_NF && !SCISR1_FE)//Error checking 

                                //No Noise flag 
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                                //No Framing flag 

    return SCIDRL;            //Returns good data 

  else{ 

    garbage = SCIDRL;         //Clears flags 

    return 0xFF;              //Returns error code(UniqueID) 

  } 

} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Trasmit multiple bytes of sequential data 

void SCI_trans(byte *command){ 

  while(*command){            //Looks for end of data 

    SCI_trans_byte(*command); //Transmit one byte 

    command++;                //Look at next byte of data 

  } 

} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

//Transmit one byte of data 

void SCI_trans_byte(byte data){//Pin 5 of SLK for TX data 

  while (!SCISR1_TDRE);        //Wait for transmit complete bit 

  SCIDRL = data;               //Load TX shift register 

} 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void SPIinit(void) 

{ 

  SPICR1 = 0x7C;                            //Load pattern for SPI control register 1 

                                              //Interrupt disabled 

                                              //System enabled 

                                              //Trans interrupt enabled 

                                              //Master mode 

                                              //Clock polarity (idle low) 

                                              //Clock phase (rising) 

                                              //Slave select output disabled 

                                              //MSB first 

  SPICR2 = 0x03;                            //Load pattern for SPI control register 2 

                                              //Mode fault disabled 

                                              //Bidirectional mode(recieve) 

                                              //Stop in wait mode 

                                              //Serial pin control(bidirectional) 

  SPIBR = 0x01;                             //Load pattern for SPI baud rate 

                                              //Bus clock divide by 4 

                                                //1MHz 

                                                  //500ns minimum clokc for accelerometer 

                                                  //2MHz clock maximum 

}//SPI initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

byte SPI_trans(byte val) 

//SPI tranmit subroutine developed from 

//http://forums.freescale.com/t5/16-Bit-Microcontrollers/mc9s12c32-transmit-or-receive-12-bits-on-SPI/m-

p/25018#M4800 

{ 

  while (!SPISR_SPTEF);                   //Loops unitl Transmit Empty Flag is set 

  SPIDR = val;                            //Loads data and clears Flags 
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  while (!SPISR_SPIF);                    //Loops until data is transfered(8 clocks) 

  return SPIDR;                           //Returns data in SPI data register to caller 

                                            //Clears flags 

}//SPI transmit subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 

void Timerinit(void) 

{ 

  TSCR1 = 0x90;                             //Load pattern for Timer system control register 1 

                                              //Timer disabled 

                                              //No stop in wait mode 

                                              //No stop in freeze mode 

                                              //Fast flag clearing 

  TSCR2 = 0x0B;                             //Load pattern for Timer system control register 2 

                                              //Overflow interrupt disabled 

                                              //Counter reset enabled 

                                              //Bus clock divide by 8 

                                                //250kHz 

  TIOS = 0x80;                              //Load pattern for Timer Input cature/Output compare 

                                              //Channel 7 is output compare 

  TC7 = 5;                                  //Set timer channel 7 for 5 clocks 

                                              //20us 

                                                //ATD module has 20u second requirement after power on 

  TIE = 0x00;                               //Load pattern for Timer interrupt enable register 

                                              //All disabled 

  TCTL1 = 0xC0;                             //Load pattern for Timer control register 1 

                                              //On overflow channel 7 is set                                                 

}//Timer initialize subroutine 

/*************************************************************************************

****************/ 
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